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ASUU Strike: Stakeholders Warn Against Replica Of EndSARS Protest

FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Some stakeholders in the education
sector have warned the federal
government to properly manage the
ongoing protests by students in public

universities, as it might snowball into
another conflagration worse than the
October 2020 EndSARS protests.
The stakeholders warned the
government
against
allowing
hoodlums to hijack the peaceful protest

RESIGNATION

by students to score cheap points
against the government, noting that
it was better to prevent a crisis than
allow it fester.
It would be recalled that students
of various universities in the country,

especially in the South-West, have
taken to the major roads to protest the
strike embarked upon by the Academic
Staff Union of Universities, ASUU, and
other unions in the tertiary education
sector, which has crippled academic

activities in the past three months.
A senior lecturer at the Department
of History and International Relations,
Adekunle Ajasin University, AkungbaCONTINUE ON PAGE 10

Malami, Others’
Fate Hanging
I need to confirm the situation – Lai Mohammed
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Nomination
Forms:
Ministers
Who
Forfeited
Funds To APC
From left:
Secretary to Oyo
State Government,
Mrs Olubamiwo
Adeosun; Deputy
Governor of state,
Rauf Olaniyan;
Kwara State Gov.
Abdulrahman
Abdulrazak and
his Oyo State
counterpart Gov.
Seyi Makinde
at the flag-off
of OgbomoshoIseyin road,
yesterday.
PHOTO: NAN

Thugs Disrupt SDP Meeting In Kwara, Brutalise Members
FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Confusion broke out yesterday
when a group of unidentified
political thugs invaded the
Labour House beside the
state High Court Complex in
Ilorin, Kwara State capital, and
disrupted a meeting of the Social
Democratic Party, SDP.
A faction of the party in
the state was holding a press
conference when the thugs
invaded the labour house.
The thugs reportedly forced

their way into the venue of the
meeting, owned by the state
chapter of the Nigeria Labour
Congress, NLC, and descended
heavily on the conveners of the
press conference.
Factional chairman of the
SDP in the Ifelodun Local
Government Area of the state,
Elder James Olajide was said
to have been manhandled and
dragged on the floor by the
thugs.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 12
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From left: Chairman, APC Special Congress Committee for the Election of Local Government and State Delegates, Mr Zacheus Adedeji and Gov Babajide Sanwo-Olu of Lagos State during
the committee’s visit to the Governor at Lagos House, Alausa, Ikeja, on Wednesday . PHOTO: KAYODE OLADAPO/ICE/NAN

U.S. Consulate Kicks-off 250 Fourth
Academy Of Women Entrepreneur
U.S. Consulate has kicked off
the fourth Academy for Women
Entrepreneurs, AWE, with a virtual
event that welcomed 250 Nigerian
businesswomen selected to participate.
The consulate said in a statement
that the U.S. government continued
to support women’s full and free
participation in the economy.
It said it was doing so by creating
platforms that enabled them thrive
in their businesses, succeed as

entrepreneurs, and prosper in their
communities.
A total of 520 women entrepreneurs
in Nigeria have participated and
graduated from the AWE programme,
established in 2019 by the Department
of State’s Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs, ECA.
U.S. Consulate Deputy Public
Affairs Officer, Jennifer Foltz, said in
the statement that the programme
was established to equip women

entrepreneurs with the skills, resources,
and networks needed to start and scale
successful businesses.
“When women are economically
empowered, they re-invest in
their families and communities,
strengthening the social fabric of
society and education and skill levels
of the workforce.
“This multiplier effect spurs
economic growth and enhances
stability, and we have seen that

time and time again with our AWE
graduates,” Foltz said.
Tesilimi Yusuf, Group Head,
Vibranium Valley and New Businesses
at Venture Garden Group, urged
participants to stay focused and
committed as they learnt new skills
that would enable them to impact lives
and their communities.
According to Yusuf, it is important
that participants recognise the
programme is a once in a lifetime

New NYSC DG Pledges To Sustain
Founding Fathers’ Vision
BY JOEL AJAYI, ABUJA

Director-General, National Youth
Service Corps, NYSC, Brig.-Gen.
Muhammad Fadah, has promised
to sustain the vision of the
founding fathers of the scheme,
saying national unity, peaceful
cohesion and integration were the
vision for which the scheme was
created and that he would ensure
that it was achieved to the letter.
Fadah, said this yesterday in
Abuja, at the formal handing/
taking over ceremony from the
outgoing Director-General, Maj.Gen. Shuaibu Ibrahim.
According to him, the former
D-G had created very huge shoes
for him to fit in, but with the
support of the management, I will
fit them properly.

According to him “we will
maintain all the completed
projects and ensure the completion
of ongoing ones to a logical
conclusion.
“Please, let us work as one family.
You have supported Gen. Ibrahim,
extend that kind of support and
advice to me.
“Because I need your cooperation
for us to make progress and build on
what he has done.”
Fadah was appointed yesterday
by President Muhammadu Buhari
as the 19th D-G of the scheme.
The new DG is an indigene of
Yobe state, he attended Sugum
Primary School and Government
Science Secondary School, both in
Yobe.
Fadah also attended Kaduna
Polytechnic where he obtained

Higher National Diploma, HND,
and the Lagos State University,
where he obtained a Post-Graduate
Diploma in Management.
He also attended the University
of Ilorin, where he obtained
a Master of Arts in Peace and
Strategic Studies.
The new NYSC boss is presently
studying for his PhD in Security
and Strategic Studies at the
National Defence Academy.
He has also participated in
various military courses from
Young Officers’ Course on
Intelligence to Comprehensive
Protection of Civilian Leadership
Course.
In his handover speech, Ibrahim
said that in his three years as
the helmsman of the scheme,
he enjoyed the full support and

cooperation of both staff and
stakeholders of the organisation.
“I am confident that the new DG
will consolidate on the gains of the
past three years, especially through
the multiplicity of partnerships
with both government and NonGovernmental Organisations for
national development.
“I would advise that you pay
particular attention to the security
and general welfare of youth
corps members and staff, as well
as make sustained advocacy for
stakeholders’ support as part of
your approaches to administration
of the scheme.”
Ibrahim assumed office as the
18th D-G of the scheme on May
10, 2019 as a Brig.-Gen. and was
promoted to the rank of Maj.-Gen.
in Dec. 2021.

opportunity through which poverty
can be reduced in the society and lives
transformed completely.
Bolupe Adebiyi, a 2019 graduate of
the programme and founder of Cotton
Loops, a design and curation brand,
shared how AWE had provided her
access.
This access, she said, had opened
endless opportunities for her business.
“I have been able to raise more than
$50,000 in non-equity funding after I
graduated from the AWE program in
2019,” Adebiyi said.

Buhari Mourns Victims
Of Kano Explosion,
Orders Adequate
Treatment
President Muhammadu Buhari has
condoled with families of victims of
the Sabon Gari, Kano, gas explosion
in which nine casualties were
reported.
The President, in a condolence
message by his media aide, Malam
Garba Shehu yesterday in Abuja,
directed relevant officials to provide
adequate treatments for the injured
persons.
He said: “The gas explosion in Kano
is very sad. My deepest condolences
to the families of those who lost their
lives.
“I wish the injured people a speedy
recovery.
“In this moment of profound grief,
I pray to the Almighty to bestow
strength upon the families of the
victims, the government and people
of Kano State and urge them to bear
this irreparable loss.’’
The President commended the
immediate steps taken in response
to the incident by the agencies of
the state government, National
Emergency Management Authority,
NEMA, the military, Police and other
agencies of the Federal Government.
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VISION STATEMENT

To operate a world class print media
organisation collocated with
positive journalistic ethics and
practices at its peak to our beloved
readers in Nigeria.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

Prolonged ASUU Strike: A Ticking Time Bomb
Academic Staff Union of Universities, ASUU, is
on its 16th strike action since Nigeria’s return
to democracy in 1999, shutting down academic
activities in public universities for more than
four years within 23 years, a duration that
is sufficient to complete a four-year degree
programme.
In 2020, ASUU went on a 9-month strike,
which accounts for the longest since 1999, and
about two years later, on February 14, went
on a 4-week warning strike before it declared
another eight weeks saying that it was giving
“the government more time to attend to its
need”.
Upon the expiration, it announced an
additional eight weeks. The union has now
announced a 12-week roll-over strike action,
with effect from Monday, May 9.
These constant disruptions of academic
activities in the country’s public universities
come with serious impacts on the students,
many of whom have been expressing their
frustration on the painful inability of the
Federal Government and the ASUU to resolve
their crises.
It is usually difficult for undergraduates in
Nigerian public universities under the ASUU to
graduate within the four, five or six years they are
originally supposed to spend for their courses
due to these disruptions in academic activities,
leading to constant review of the academic
calendars. Sometimes, a student studying for a
four-year degree programme spends up to five
or more years to graduate.
Many students have complained that while
universities are on strike, they mostly remain
bored and idle at home, while waiting for
schools to reopen. Such boredom and idleness

can sometimes lead to mental health challenges
which include depression, anxiety among others.
Idling students could also succumb to the
vulnerability of youthful exuberance to venture
into social vices, given the idle time.
With the constant strikes, some students
have resorted to looking for opportunities to
earn stipends. This situation makes education
less interesting and sets them in a tight
corner whenever classes may resume from the
industrial action.
Usually, when the strike is called off, the
management of various universities resort to
crash programmes to enable students to quickly
cover the remaining academic workload. This has
therefore, in many ways affected the students’
chances of learning well and without the stress
of having to quickly prepare for continuous
assessment tests and examinations.
A great threat to the country’s fragile stability
may emanate from when the students are
allowed to remain at home in the days running
into the 2023 general elections. The fear coming
from this situation would be that most of them,
aside being disenfranchised from voting, since
they may have had their registration and voting
points in their schools, may accede to the allure
of political actors who may want to use them to
manipulate the election process in their favour.
Recently, the students’ body, National
Association of Nigerian Students, NANS,
disclosed in a statement titled: “End ASUU strike
or forget political activities in Abuja”, signed by
its President, Sunday Asefon.
NANS said no primaries would take place until
the Federal Government ended ASUU’s strike.
“Let me say without mincing words, the two
major political parties should forget any political
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gathering in Abuja except there is a solution to
the lingering ASUU strike.
“We will frustrate all the activities leading to
the selection of party candidates if we remain on
strike. We also want to advise the government
and the politicians who are busy campaigning
to be President to either resolve the ASUU crises
or give direct orders to the security operative to
shoot us on sight during party conventions to
select a presidential candidate. If we remain on
strike, they should just forget it”.
Recall that, the Lagos State First Lady, Dr.
Ibijoke Sanwo-Olu, had called on the Academic
Staff Union of Universities, ASUU, to urgently
address the ongoing strike describing it as a ticking
time bomb. “The universities are shut down as a
result of the ASUU strike. We plead and plead that
God will help us to resolve this issue. I don’t feel
comfortable that the students are at home and
whatever it takes, all hands must be on deck to
ensure that they go back to school”, she said.
We urge the FG not take lightly the recent threat
by NANS to disrupt the forthcoming parties’
primaries in Abuja, which may also be another
time bomb waiting to implode and is likely to
compound the already tense security conditions
plaguing the country, which seems to have defied
all solutions.
AljazirahNigeria joins in the call on the
Federal government, ASUU and all relevant
stakeholders to rise to the need of the moment
so as to nip the imminent implosion in the
bud. It would be a sad experience to witness a
replica of the 2020 EndSARS if the threats of the
students’ body come to fruition.
We join these echoes for the universities to reopen as it will set a tone of tranquility for our
polity already bedeviled by various distractions.
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“Nigeria’s economy is
fast, digitalizing. The
digitalization of Nigeria’s
economy means that
the way and manner of
organising and doing
businesses have changed.
“That is why our
government has continued
to heavily invest in
the automation of tax
administrative processes
and digital infrastructure.”
– Vice President Yemi
Osinbajo
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World Hypertension Day: PSN
Emphasises Need For Regular Checkup
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU, ABUJA

Pharmaceutical Society of
Nigeria, PSN, Abuja Branch has
emphasized the need for regular
and accurate checking of blood
pressure to avoid falling victim
to hypertension.
Chairman of the branch,
Pharm. Ifeanyi Ikebudu who was
speaking on Tuesday during the
commemorate of this year’s World
Hypertension Day, lamented that
there was widespread apathy
among sufferers and potential
sufferers of hypertension towards
checking their blood pressures
regularly and accurately.
He harped on the need for all

adults who are at least 40 years,
to take their health seriously
and avoid falling victim to
hypertension which he referred
to as the “silent killer.”
Ikebudu stated that an
estimated 76.2 million Nigerians
were hypertensive and lamented
that only 23 million are taking
their medications.
“This same study shows that
awareness of hypertension is
more in urban and higher income/
enlightened population than
in rural and low income/less
enlightened population,” he said.
Ikebudu also stated that

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Scene of explosion in Sabon
Gari, Kano State, where some
people lost their lives.
Photo: NAN

the Chairperson of the Abuja
branch of the Association of
Lady Pharmacists, ALPs, Pharm.
Nevan Bello, stated that her
organization has undertaken
several laudable tasks in bringing
awareness to women on issues
pertaining to their health and
wellbeing.
“As lady pharmacists, one of the
major goals we have is to bring
health awareness to the society,
especially to vulnerable women
and young girls. We have a major
drive and project towards drug
abuse prevention. We give health
talks in schools and organize

debates for young people.
“Since we are a technical
arm of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Nigeria, we therefore
participate in everything that we
as pharmacists do. We reach out
to the community as mothers. We
visit orphanages and schools to
empower people with knowledge
and carry out health outreaches,”
stated Bello.
The Pharmacists also organized
an outreach to members of the
community, and offered them
free blood pressure checks
and counselling on how to live
hypertension-free lives.

NYSC Begins Free Medical Outreach For Rural Dwellers
National Youth Service Corps,
NYSC, yesterday started the
first quarter, 2022 free medical
treatment to rural dwellers in
Kano.
Launching the exercise at GurinGawa community in Kumbotso
Local Government Area, Hajiya
Aisha
Muhammad,
NYSC
Coordinator in Kano, said that
the programme was organised to
meet the health needs of the rural
dwellers.
The exercise is taking place

Ehanire

cardiovascular accidents are the
leading cause of deaths worldwide
and revealed that Nigeria ranks
very high in the list of countries
with the highest population of
hypertension cases.
“According to a 2019 statistics
report, 17.9 million people died
from cardiovascular accidents
globally. Of this number, 85%
died of heart attack and stroke.
Unfortunately, 75% of deaths
arising from cardiovascular
accidents occur in low and middleincome countries of which Nigeria
is one,” he said.
Also speaking at the event,

under the NYSC’s Health Initiative
for Rural Dwellers, HIRD, initiated
in 2014.
She explained that the medical
team of corps members would
reach out to as many as possible
in the community with treatment
and drugs during the exercise.
Muhammad added that corps
members, on HIRD platform,
carried out diagnosis, treatment,
including
minor
medical
procedures , referrals of patients,
drugs, eye glasses and other

medical consumables.
According to her, since
inception of the programme,
over two million people benefitted
from it.
The coordinator explained that
the scheme had donated 300
wheelchairs with the support of
partners.
“The scheme, through HIRD
and other platforms, have made
enormous impacts such as
contribution to the improvement
of reproductive health, reduction

of maternal and infant mortality
as well as maintenance and
improvement
of
health
infrastructure,” she said.
The coordinator lauded the
efforts of UNICEF, NGOs CSOs,
pharmaceutical companies and
individuals for their support and
corporation.
Amina Isa, a beneficiary, said
that she was grateful to the NYSC
for the medical outreach.
Another patient, Bala Sule, also
commended NYSC for the scheme.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
500 Cataract Patients To Get
Free Surgery In FCT
Federal Capital Territory Administration, FCTA, said that
no fewer than 500 cataract patients would be treated in the
first phase of its planned free medical outreach in Kwali,
FCT.
The information was made known in a statement signed
by the Public Relations Officer of the Health and Human
Service Secretariat, HHSS, of FCTA, Mr Samuel Musa, and
issued to journalists yesterday.
Musa reported the Director of Public Health Department
of the FCT, Dr Saddiq Abdulrahman, while flagging-off the
advocacy and awareness creation as saying that the exercise
would hold between May 28 and June 5.

Dongban-Mensem Electoral Judicial
Manual Committee

President of the Court of Appeal, Justice Monica DongbanMensem, yesterday inaugurated a 13member Electoral
Judicial Manual Committee, EJMC.
Dongban-Mensem said that the objective of the EJM was
to provide a quick reference material for all strata of Judges
and all persons involved in the electoral adjudicatory
process.
” Our aspiration is that the manual will be a guide on
frequently litigated electoral issues so that conflicting
decisions can be drastically reduced if not totally
eliminated.”

LAUTECH ASUU ‘ll Not Pull
Out Strike -Zonal Coordinator

JULIAJANE

OBIEFULE

SKILLS DEVELOPER

Phone Number:
08032275011

E-mail:

dwopawonen@yahoo.com

Website:

www.dwopa.org.ng

Office Address:

No. 301, Opp. Abuja Clinic FHA,
Karu, Abuja.
Juliajane Obiefule is a renowned skill
developer and president of Divine
Women of Purpose Association, a nongovernmental organisation based in the
nation’s capital.
Juliajane who is passionate in making
sure that widows, motherless children,
the poor and downtrodden are useful to
themselves by providing free training in
bead making, soap making, hat making,
bag making, tailoring, making of headgear
for women and so on.
Having been a civil society person for
decades, her NGO has been involved in
training a lot of people in the past. She
boasts of having at least 420 women and
girls undergoing training in different areas
of skill acquisition currently. This act of
magnanimity has helped in alleviating
poverty in her environs and helping
women and young girls become useful to
the society.
Juliajane is obsessed with ensuring that
women are taken care of and hopes to
continue her noble deed as a way of giving
back to the society.

Academic Staff Union of Universities, ASUU, Ibadan Zone,
has said that its members in Ladoke Akintola University
of Technology, LAUTECH, Ogbomoso, will not pull out of
the ongoing national strike.
The ASUU Zonal Coordinator, Prof. Oyebamiji Oyegoke,
made the assertions on Wednesday at a news conference
in Ogbomoso.
LAUTECH branch of ASUU had been actively involved
in the ongoing strike alongside the national body.
Oyegoke said that LAUTECH chapter believed that
it would benefit from the repositioning of the public
universities.

TODAY’S WEATHER
FORECAST
CITY

MORNING E VENING

ABUJA
LAGOS

32°C
31°C

22°C
23°C

CALABAR

29°C

22°C

LOKOJA

33°C

23°C

ENUGU

31°C

22°C

ILORIN

33°C

22°C

PH

29°C

22°C

MAKURDI

32°C

22°C

COMPILED BY GLADYS MARGRET OGAR
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Saudi Deputy Defense Minister Prince Khalid bin Salman meets US National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan in Washington D.C. (@kbsalsaud)

Deputy Defense Minister Meets
US National Security Adviser
Saudi Deputy Defense Minister
Prince Khalid bin Salman met US
National Security Adviser Jake
Sullivan in Washington, D.C,
the Saudi Press Agency reported
yesterday.
Prince Khalid said in a tweet that
the meeting was organised on the
directive of Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman.
“I met with US National Security
Adviser Jake Sullivan to review the
enduring and historic Saudi-US

partnership, and discuss solidifying
US-Saudi coordination,” Prince
Khalid said.
On HRH the Crown Prince’s
directive, I met with U.S National
Security Advisor @JakeSullivan46
to review the enduring and historic
Saudi- US partnership, and discuss
solidifying U.S Saudi coordination.
pic.twitter.com/2rJZ8AVcD2
During the meeting, the two
reviewed solid Saudi-US relations and
discussed prospects for cooperation,

as well as joint coordination, between
the Kingdom and the US.
Both officials also discussed ways
to support and enhance relations
within the framework of a common
vision.
The meeting was attended
by Saudi Ambassador to the US
Princess Reema bint Bandar, Saudi
Ambassador to Yemen Mohammed
bin Saeed Al-Jaber and other officials.
The coordinator for the Middle
East and North Africa affairs at the

US National Security Council, Brett
McGurk, also attended the meeting.
Recall that the Deputy Defense
Minister Prince Khalid bin Salman
is billed to discuss a truce in Yemen
and the Ukraine crisis with White
House National Security Advisor Jake
Sullivan during a visit to Washington
next Tuesday, the National Security
Council said.
He will also meet with senior
defense and State Department
officials.

Lights, Cameras, Action, More At Entertainment, Amusement Expo
Saudi Entertainment and Amusement
Expo and Summit began in Riyadh,
alongside the Saudi Light and Sound
Expo, the first dedicated event in the
Kingdom for professional lighting and
audio equipment.
The three-day dual event at the
Riyadh International Convention and
Exhibition Center showcases thousands
of cutting-edge products and solutions
for the entertainment sector, and
offers professionals in the leisure and
entertainment sector the chance to
discover new products, learn about the
most exciting innovations in the sector,
network and do business with vendors.
The
international
exhibitors
are presenting a wide range of
products and services, including
thrill rides, playground equipment,
arcade machines, food and beverage
equipment, professional lighting rigs,

sound systems, event technology,
security tools, and marketing solutions.
Attendees can experience a variety
of fun events and activities while
engaging with local, regional and
global entertainment communities at
the Amusement Services International
pavilion during the expo, where the lineup includes virtual reality experiences,
the latest video and arcade games, and
carnival attractions, to name but a few.
Among the technology on show is
the 3Motion simulator, which uses
hydraulic actuators with precise control
to deliver the same dynamic feedback
you would get when driving a real racing
car. Meanwhile SODIKART, a leader in
the karting industry, presents its latest
products and services, including a kart
simulator.
Matt Wells, the CEO of Frontgrid,
which owns ParadropVR, a virtual

reality flying experience, told Arab
News: “I am very happy to be here
having a great time at the SEA summit
and looking forward to working with the
people here.”
In March, Frontgrid announced an
exclusive distribution partnership with
ASI to support the continued growth
and success of ParadropVR. ASI is
now Frontgrid’s distributor across the
Middle East, including in Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and
the UAE, and in Egypt, Tunisia and
Morocco.
Marloes Knippenberg, the CEO of
lifestyle operator Kerten Hospitality is
appearing as a panelist at the summit.
“The world has really changed;
consumer behavior has changed a
lot,” he told the media. “More than 60
percent of the Saudi population is under
35 and the expectations from them as

consumers has really changed.
“When you look at this conference,
at the perfect timing, I think never
was there so much conversation like
today, with a lot more opportunity
for the hospitality sector in the
entertainment segment. There are a
lot more expectations and I am looking
forward to it.”
The SEA and SLS expos were expected
to attract more than 10,000 visitors. In
addition to the exhibitors showcasing
business opportunities, entertainment
options, innovations, and technology,
there are also sessions to discuss trends
and future visions within the industry,
and networking events.
The inaugural SLS Expo, meanwhile,
offers businesses and developers the
chance to show off their products and
services through specially staged laser,
light and sound shows.

Princess Al-Saud Receives
Honorary Doctorate From
Marymount University

Princess Reema bint Bandar Al Saud,
Saudi Arabia’s ambassador to the US,
received an honourary doctorate from
Marymount University in Virginia
last Friday in honour of her work
empowering women across sectors in
the Kingdom and globally.
The president of Marymount
University, Dr. Irma Becerra,
presented Princess Reema with the
honourary degree, her first, at the
commencement ceremony.
The Saudi ambassador gave the
commencement address for the
College of Health and Education
graduates at the university.
In her address, she congratulated
the graduates and thanked the
University for hosting Saudi students
throughout the years.
Princess Reema, who graduated
from George Washington University
with a degree in museum studies, has
an extensive career working towards
the empowerment of women in both
the private and public sectors.
From 2007 to 2015, she was CEO
of Alfa International Co. Ltd. Harvey
Nichols Riyadh, a multi-brand luxury
retail company. During her time in
this position, she commissioned the
study “Obstacles for Women in the
Workplace.” The study set the tone
for female inclusion in retail and
resulted in the opening of the first
workplace nursery.
In 2013, she founded Alf Khair, a
social enterprise aimed at elevating
the professional capital of Saudi
women through a curriculum
developed to enable financial selfsufficiency.
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Malawi President Lazarus Chakwera meets with Advisor at the Royal Court Ahmed Bin Abdulaziz Qattan at Lilongwe on Wednesday

Malawi Supports Saudi Bid To Host Expo 2030
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Malawi Nancy Tembo
announced her country’s support
for the bid of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia to host the Expo 2030 in
Riyadh.
She explained, in a press
conference Wednesday, following the
meeting of the Advisor at the Royal
Court Ahmed Bin Abdulaziz Qattan
with Malawi President Lazarus
Chakwera, that her country supports
the Kingdom’s bid to host Expo 2030
in Riyadh, while also appreciating

the Kingdom’s support for Malawi
in various fields.
For his part, Qattan expressed
thanks and appreciation of the
government of Saudi Arabia for this
support, stressing that this support
reflects the distinguished relations
between the two countries.
Earlier, President Chakwera
received
Qattan,
and
his
accompanying delegation. During
the meeting, Qattan conveyed
the greetings of Custodian of the
Two Holy Mosques King Salman

and Crown Prince Mohammed Bin
Salman, deputy prime minister and
minister of defense, and their best
wishes for progress and prosperity
to the government and people of
Malawi.
In turn, the president sent his
greetings and appreciation to
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
and the Crown Prince, as well as to
the government and people of Saudi
Arabia.
During the meeting, they
discussed bilateral relations between

the two countries, and ways to
support and develop them in various
fields, in addition to reviewing all
regional and international events
of common interest.
The president, at the meeting,
announced his country’s full
support for Saudi Arabia’s bid to
host the Expo 2030 in Riyadh,
and Qattan expressed thanks and
appreciation of Saudi Arabia for this
support, which emanates from the
distinguished relations between the
two countries.

KAUST Smart Home Achieves Top Leed Platinum Global Ranking
As a leading hub of scientific research
and innovation, KAUST continually
strives to push the boundaries of
innovation from the lab to real-world
applications.
KAUST Smart helps fulfill an
important part of this vision by
proactively testing smart city concepts
and leveraging the unique talents
and expertise available within the
KAUST community of researchers
and innovators to make our university
campus the world’s leading smart city
living lab. A great example of this is
the recently completed KAUST Smart
Home.
The KAUST Smart Home recently
received the coveted LEED Platinum
certification and attained second place
in the global rankings, with a score of
94.
The LEED certification requirements
are based on several key factors
such as overall energy consumption,
construction methods, and the
materials and elements used. This
represents a significant achievement
as the KAUST Smart Home project was

created from an existing home.
The leading smaller smart home in
the rankings earned a score of 95. But
it’s noteworthy that the larger-size home
retrofitted by KAUST and our building
partners offers a concrete example of how
existing infrastructures can be improved
to meet our future sustainability goals.
This award is in addition to the

previous LEED Platinum certification
recognizing the KAUST campus as a
whole, specifically the buildings and
offices.
Shortly before the start of the
pandemic, the university set on the
path to work with UK-based innovation
consultancy Treehouse to consult the
wider KAUST community on a plan to

build a smart house on campus.
Over 100 community members
were interviewed as part of an
extensive research process to develop
the optimal future home. Partnering
with construction contractor Saudi
Arabian Baytur, the inventive building
project took shape and was successfully
completed.

MoC Blocks 7 E-Stores Owned By Coy
Ministry of Commerce, MoC,
announced that it has blocked 7 e-stores
owned by a Saudi company due to its
violation over the e-commerce system
and its executive regulations.
The ministry said that the stores
had violated the e-commerce system
by misleading the consumers and not
complying with their contractual rights.
It confirmed that the Department
of Monitoring of Electronic Stores
discovered the violation. It monitored,
through its electronic follow-up,

the violation of these stores of the
e-commerce system and its executive
regulations.
The ministry revealed that the
monitored stores are e-stores that
market clothing products for women’s
and children’s supplies, as well as
furniture and electronic devices.
The monitored stores had several
other violations, which include;
The failure of notifying the consumers
of the difficulties in delivering and
executing their orders.

The store did not implement the
request to cancel purchases after
exceeding the agreed period.
Stores refused to refund some
shoppers.
The Ministry confirmed that the
violating stores have been referred to
the Committee to Consider Violations
of the E-Commerce System.
Violations of the e-commerce system
provides for fines of up to about SR1
million, as well as blocking and closing
sites that commit the violation.

Ministry
Intervenes Over
Viral Video
Ministry of Human Resources and
Social Development, MHRSD, has
intervened to address the issue of
a Saudi woman employee who was
prevented from sitting all throughout
her working hours inside a mall in the
capital city of Riyadh.
Hundreds of social media users
expressed their sympathy with
the woman after watching a video
clip posted by her, explaining her
inappropriate working condition at the
mall. They also demanded the ministry
to take immediate action to resolve her
issue.
The ministry’s intervention came
after a report was submitted to it,
accompanied by a video clip in which
the employee appears, saying that she
stands throughout her working hours
as she is not allowed to sit, irrespective
of whether there are customers or not
at the facility.
The ministry confirmed that it had
started probing into the case of the
woman. The ministry also clarified
that it has ordered to take all the legal
measures as well as to compel the
facility to make available appropriate
work environment for employees inside
the mall, Al-Arabiya.net reported.
It is noteworthy that the failure to
provide offices or seating for employees
whose work requires standing during
working hours, such as office jobs,
customer service, sales accountants
and the like, is considered as a
punishable offense as per the Saudi
Labor Law.
The penalty is SR5, 000 for the
violation. Under the law, the employer
is obliged to provide appropriate
seating for female workers while they
perform their work.
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Resignation: Malami,
Others’ Fate Hanging
I need to confirm the situation – Lai Mohammed

BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Minister of Information and Culture,
Alhaji Lai Mohammed, says President
Muhammadu Buhari will determine the fate
of those Ministers who shelved their political
ambitions.
The Minister stated this when he fielded

questions from State House correspondents after
the weekly virtual meeting of the Federal Executive
Council, FEC.
The meeting was presided over by President
Buhari at the Council Chamber of the Presidential
Villa, Abuja, yesterday.
Mohammed said he needed to confirm the
position of things regarding the status of what
he called “The returning cabinet members” on
whether they have been properly reabsorbed or
otherwise.
The Minister said, “The other question about
ministers returning or going, I think you need to
give me more time so that I can tell you exactly
what the situation is.
”Right now, I need to cross check. I need
to confirm again from Mr President what the
situation is. You see the final decision on who is
going; who’s coming back, who’s not going lies with
Mr. President”, the Minister reiterated.
Minister of Justice and Attorney General,
Abubakar Malami was physically present at the
Council’s meeting yesterday, while the Minister

of Women Affairs, Pauline Tallen and Minister
of State, Petroleum Resources, Timipre Sylva
attended the meeting virtually from their
various offices in Abuja.
The Minister of Labour and Employment,

Dr Chris Ngige, who also rescinded his
decision to participate in the forthcoming
party’s primaries of the All Progressives
Congress, APC, was reported to be on an
official visit to South Africa.
Ngige is attending the International Labour
Organisation, ILO, global conference on Child
Labour in Durban.
Recall that President Buhari on May 13 met
with outgoing 10 ministers at a valedictory

“

Malami has
dropped his
bid for the
Kebbi State
Government
House next year
and has opted to
keep his job as the
nation’s chief law
officer.

session in the Presidential Villa, Abuja.
The Ministers are those of Transportation,
Rotimi Amaechi; Niger Delta Affairs, Godswill
Akpabio; Science, Technology and Innovation,
Ogbonnaya Onu, State for Petroleum, Timipre
Sylva; Labour and Employment, Chris Ngige.
Others are the Attorney-General and
Minister of Justice, Abubakar Malami, SAN,

Minister of State, Mines and Steel Development,
Uche Ogah, the Minister of Women Affairs, Pauline
Tallen and the Minister of State for Niger Delta
Affairs, Tayo Alasoadura.
The Minister of State, Education, Emeka
Nwajiuba, who had earlier tendered his
resignation, was not present at the valedictory
session.
Malami has dropped his bid for the Kebbi State
Government House next year and has opted to
keep his job as the nation’s chief law officer.
Ngige, the Minister of Labour and Productivity,
also resigned on account of his 2023 presidential
aspiration but withdrew the resignation to keep
his job.
The resignation derived from Buhari’s directive
at the last Federal Executive Council meeting of
Wednesday, May 11, 2022, asking Ministers and
other political appointees who aspire to contest for

elective offices in the 2023 general elections
to resign their appointments.
However, Lagos lawyer, Mr Femi Falana,
has faulted Malami who he described as
former AGF in the eyes of the law and other
former cabinet ministers who also renounced
their 2023 aspiration to keep their job.
Falana, faulting Ngige and Malami’s
withdrawal of resignation, in a statement on
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behalf of Alliance on Surviving COVID-19 and
Beyond, ASCAB, which he chairs, said: “In
compliance with the directive, nine Ministers
resigned their appointments.
According to President Buhari on May 11 at
the FEC meeting said, “I would like to take this
opportunity to commend your decision and
courage to contest for elective offices and your
compliance with my directive. I also wish to
thank you for your invaluable services to this
nation through your contributions as Cabinet
members. I wish you success in the upcoming
elections and in your future endeavours,” he
said.
President Buhari acknowledged that
prior to some of them joining his cabinet;
they had made their marks in other areas as
governors, legislators, entrepreneurs and core
professionals.
Going by the above, one wonders how out
going cabinet members after the valedictory
section with Mr President some of the
aspirants made comeback to be part of the
weekly cabinet meeting at the Villa, a senior
civil servant at the Ministry of Justice spotted
at the court premises during the trial of the
leader of a popular secession group in the
Southern part of the country spoke angrily.
According to him, even though there are
indices of a failing state, this state hasn’t
completely failed. He wonders what these
people were thinking when they indicated
interest to contest, bought forms and had
the guts to attend a valedictory section with
Mr President and Senator Godswill Akpabio
spoke on their behalf. This automatically
confirmed them as non-cabinet members.
Also a lawyer at the court premises gave his
candid opinion that President Buhari should
do the needful, if he really loves to continue
working for them by forwarding their names
to the National Assembly for confirmation to
fulfill the provisions of the Constitution of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria. When asked to
shed more light on the claims of Malami, one
of the Minister’s who hangs in the limbo, that
he hasn’t served out his tenure. Malami said,
“I won’t resign from office, noting that he will
end his tenure gloriously by May 2023”.
He spoke last Thursday in Abuja during his
keynote address at a conference organised
by the National Association of Judiciary
Correspondents.
.In the same vein , Dr Chris Ngige has also
denied resigning from office as minister. He
dismissed the claim by human rights lawyer,
Mr Femi Falana (SAN) that he withdrew his

resignation letter after the valedictory session
with President Buhari.
In a statement issued by his Media Office in
Abuja, Ngige said he neither wrote nor submitted
a resignation letter.
He said Falana was embarrassing the public with
fake news. However, Barr Agu O. Agu dismissed
their claim saying that they can resign honourably
without being ordered and the President ordered
them to do so and commended only one cabinet
member the Minister for Education State who
resigned honorably. “ They were ordered to resign
to pursue their dreams they initiated, and I learnt
that some of them attended the Federal Executive
Council meeting yesterday, this is interesting, we
shall meet them in court”, Agu said. He further
advised Buhari to follow the due process if he
desired them so much by presenting them before
the Senate for confirmation in line with the law,
after all they were part of the valedictory section
he queried?
However, as journalists probed further, Lai
Mohammed couldn’t give a tangible answer but
said, “The other question about ministers

returning or not going, I think you need to
give me more time so that I can tell you exactly
what the situation is,” he said.
“Right now, I need to cross-check. I need
to confirm again from Mr president what the
situation is. You see the final decision on who
is going, who’s coming back, who’s not going
lies with Mr president.
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NPC Unveils
2023 Population
Census Situation

Kwara, Oyo Govs
Flag Off 76.6Km
OgbomosoIseyin Road
Project

BY JOEL AJAYI

National
Population
Commission, NPC, yesterday
launched Census Situation
Room, in line with its
commitment to conducting a
digital census in 2023.
Chairman
of
the
commission, Alhaji Nasir
Kwarra, who declared the
2023 Population and Housing
Census Situation Room open
in Abuja, said the room would
be a communication hub for
the 2023 census.
Kwarra
reiterated
the commitment of the
commission to the digital
census and said that the
situation
room
would
engender credible, reliable,
and acceptable population and
housing census.
According to him, the
situation room that we are
officially launching today will
serve as the 2023 Census
Communication Hub.
“It is in this regard that
we will leave no stone
unturned to make sure that
all corresponding technical
equipment meets the required
standards for effective delivery
of the 2023 census goal.
The situation room will be
multifunctional and will serve
as a situation room for all
census activities and critical
meetings that concern the
commission.
“The situation room will
also ensure constructive and
proactive engagement of the
census process,” he said.
Kwarra added that the
situation room is also in
compliance with digital global
practices.

EFCC Arrests
Ex-NDDC MD Ekere
Over N47bn Fraud
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Operatives of the Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission,
EFCC, yesterday, arrested a
former Managing Director of
the Niger Delta Development
Commission, NDDC, Nsima
Ekere, for alleged diversion of
funds to the tune of N47 billion
through the commission’s
registered contractors.
This was disclosed by the
Commission’s spokesperson
Wilson Uwajaren.
It would be recalled that
Nsima served as the agency’s
Managing Director from
2016 to 2018 and was also All
Progressives Congress, APC,
2019 governorship candidate
in Akwa Ibom State.
It could be recalled that the
EFCC had on Monday arrested
Accountant-General, Ahmed
Idris, over alleged money
laundering and diversion of
public funds through contracts
awarded without due process.
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Outgoing Director General of NYSC, Maj.-Gen. Shuaibu Ibrahim, being welcomed by a former corps member, Efe Onogberie,
during the pulling-out ceremony of Director General in Abuja on Wednesday. PHOTO: DEBORAH BADA/JAU/NAN

Brig Gen Fada Resumes As 19th NYSC DG,
Pledges To Sustain Ibrahim’s Achievements
BY JOEL AJAYI

Newly appointed directorgeneral of the National Youth
Service Corps, NYSC, Brigadier
General Mohammed Fada has
called for the support of all
stakeholders to enable him build
on the numerous achievements
of his predecessor, Major
General Shuaibu Ibrahim.
It would be recalled that
President Muhammadu Buhari
on Tuesday approved the
appointment of General Fada as
the new NYSC director-general.
Speaking at the handing over
ceremony in Abuja yesterday,
Fada, who is from Yobe State,
acknowledged that the tasks
ahead were huge, but with the
support of the staff, they would
overcome.
According to him, “I know
my predecessor created a big
shoe that is be big for me, but

by the grace of God and with
the support of everyone, we
shall succeed.
“Please let’s work as one
family, the support you gave
to my predecessor, I need
more of that support, I need
your corporation, that is the
only tool that can help us in
sustaining the achievement
of Major General Shuaibu
Ibrahim.
“I know that the tasks ahead
are enormous and the road
is rough, but with unity of
purpose we will make progress.”
In his address, the outgoing
director-general,
General
Ibrahim called on the new DG
to pay rapt attention to the
security and welfare of corps
members and staff of the
scheme.
While giving the charge
yesterday in Abuja, during

his farewell parade, Ibrahim
appreciated the support of
various individuals for a
successful tenure as the 18th
chief executive of the NYSC.
General Ibrahim was
adjudged the best DG ever in
the history of the scheme, as
his administration anchored
many programmes that have
benefited the scheme, corps
members and Nigeria at large.
The programmes include
sustained effective utilisation
of the potentials of corps
members for optimal benefits;
reinvigorate
the
NYSC
Ventures and Skill Acquisition
and
Entrepreneurship
Development
Programme,
SAED, in line with the NYSC
Act for greater impact.
Others are aggressive
revenue generation drive
through the NYSC Ventures;

Establishment of the NYSC
Printing Press in Kaduna,
Kaduna State, successful
commencement
of
the
enrolment of Corps members
for the National Health
Insurance Scheme in line with
Presidential directive, amongst
others.
He, therefore, appealed
to various stakeholders to
demonstrate support for the
proposed NYSC Trust Fund that
is seeking National Assembly
approval, saying that if it sees
the light of the day, it will
create more jobs for millions of
Nigerians.
In her votes of thanks, the
director of ICT, Christy Ubah
assured maximum support for
the new DG, saying that the
staff would not relent in their
effort to bring more desirable
change to the scheme.

Another Kwara Lawmaker’s Seat Declared Vacant After Defection
FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN ILORIN

Another lawmaker’s seat in
the Kwara State House of
Assembly has been declared
vacant, following his defection
to the Social Democratic Party,
SDP, from the All Progressives
Congress, APC.
Hon. Ndamusa Mohammed
Guyegi had written to the
speaker of the House, Yakubu
Danladi-Salihu, informing him
officially of his defection to the
SDP.
Ndamusa would be the
second lawmaker to defect
to the SDP from the ruling

APC in the state, following
the defection of Hon. Saheed
Popoola Ojomu, representing
Balogun constituency of Offa
Local Government Area of
Kwara State, who also had his
seat declared vacant after his
defection.
Speaker
Danladi-Salihu
declared the Edu state
constituency seat in the House
vacant after reading the letter
to members who also debated
the issue on the floor of the
House.
Ndamusa said in the letter
that his defection was premised

on the prolonged division and
factionalisation that paralysed
the APC since the inception
of the present administration
at the local government, state
and national levels.
However, the speaker
countered his claim, arguing
that there was no division or
faction within the ruling APC
from national to ward levels
that could warrant Ndamusa’s
defection to another political
party, having been elected on
the platform of the APC.
He said Ndamusa had
breached Section 109(g) of

the 1999 Constitution of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria
(as amended) by vacating
his seat, and therefore
directed the clerk to the
House to communicate the
development to the Resident
Electoral Commissioner of the
Independent National Electoral
Commission, INEC, in Kwara
State accordingly.
Efforts to reach Ndamusa
to comment on the matter
on phone yesterday were not
successful and a text message
sent to his phone line was not
replied.

Governor AbdulRahman
AbdulRazaq of Kwara
state yesterday joined his
Oyo State counterpart,
Seyi Makinde, to flag off
the 76.67 km OgbomosoIseyin road project valued
at N43.1billion.
AbdulRazaq,
who
congratulated
Makinde
for embarking on such an
impactful project, said the
road, like a few of such he is
fixing in Kwara, was a real
“economic road” that is of
immense benefits to the
people.
“I congratulate Your
Excellency
for
this
important road project
which seeks to connect
Ogbomoso and Iseyin.
“I feel honoured to have
been invited to be part of
this history making project
that brings comfort to and
reduces travel time for your
people who want to travel
further south to Abeokuta.
This is what we call thinking
out of the box.
“Similarly, it represents a
shortcut for those coming
from Northern Nigeria,
including Kwara, who
are travelling to Iseyin
or headed to Igboora or
Abeokuta. In all of these,
you are creating huge
economic values along this
axis.
“You are also saving lives
because the ever-busy Oyo
Ogbomoso road will be
decongested,” the Kwara
governor said.
AbdulRazaq said the
commitment of Oyo
State government to road
project aligned with his
administration’s strategic
investments to open up the
agrarian parts of Kwara for
economic growth.
He commended Engr.
Makinde for embarking
on such a lengthy road
project and for naming
the facility after the late
Governor Christopher Alao
Akala, whom he described
as a catalyst for modern
transformation of Ogbomoso
town and deserved to be so
honoured.
“As your neighbours,
Kwara will always collaborate
with Your Excellency on all
fronts to improve the lots of
our peoples. I urge that our
bipartisan efforts to jointly
secure our border towns
and make them safe for
socioeconomic development
should continue,” he added.
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Osinbanjo’s Camp
Promises Delegates
Accommodation,
Feeding

FROM SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Vice
President
Yemi
Osinbanjo, who is aspiring
for the presidential ticket
of the All Progressives
Congress,
APC,
has
promised delegates for the
party’s primaries decent
accommodation and feeding,
just as delegates’ account
numbers were collected by
the campaign team.
The pledge was made
by the vice president’s
campaign team while
soliciting for support from
delegates ahead of the
primaries of ruling party at
Government House, Minna,
Niger State.
Delegates had converged
at the Niger Government
House as early as 10am
yesterday, expecting the
arrival of Osinbanjo, who
was expected in the state to
address over 300 delegates
from the state.
The presidential aspirant
arrived the Government
House at about 4.10pm
along with his host,
Governor Abubakar Sani
Bello.
Meanwhile,
shortly
before the arrival of the
team, the Special Adviser
to the president on Political
Matters, Mr Babafemi
Ojudu, announced to the
already sitted journalists
to vacate the hall, as the
meeting was strictly a family
affair between the aspirants
and the delegates.
“I’m appealing to you all
to kindly leave now before
anyone is manhandled
by the security team. I’m
a journalists too; I will not
allow that to happen,” Ojudu
announced
He assured all delegates
present at the conference
hall that the vice president’s
campaign team had made
enough arrangements for
comfortable accommodation
and feeding for all of them
to the presidential primary
election schedule for June 1
at the Eagle Squares, Abuja.
“Adequate arrangements
for your accommodation,
feeding and general welfare of
all delegates, along with hotel
reservation to ensure that each
delegate is entitled to a room
to himself. We don’t want a
man to share a room with a
woman who is not his wife,”
he emphasised, adding that
“there will be a desk officer
that will attend to your needs
in case you need anything.
Buses will be provided to
convey you to the venue. We
want you as delegates to enjoy
yourself and carry out the
assignment perfectly.”
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ASUU Strike: Stakeholders Warn Against Replica Of EndSARS Protest
FROM COVER PAGE

Akoko, Dr Adedayo Afe said
the protracted strike had
plunged both students and
parents into huge financial
crisis and serious setback for
the students’ future.
“Whether it is going to turn
to another EndSARS or not,
nobody can really say, because
in a crisis we can only know the
beginning, nobody knows how
it will end. So, it is better to
prevent it than to allow it fester.
It is better for the government
to do the needful and attend to
the demands of the unions.
“Government is insensitive
and is toying with the future
of these students. When a
student has to spend two
years at the same level that
is very unfortunate. Some of

them paid for accommodation
on campus, while others hired
private hostels whose owners
charge per year, not based
on sessions. Some of their
parents borrowed money to do
businesses on the campus and
are now in huge debts, ” he said.
He, however, admonished
the students to be peaceful and
law abiding, saying those who
would be at the receiving end of
the protest were the masses and
not the elite.
“A repeat of the 2020
EndSARS won’t be in the interest
of anybody. What was the result
of the protests then? A lot of lives
and property were destroyed and
nothing happened thereafter.
So, whatever they want to
do, I believe they should
look at the implication for
themselves, their parents and

their families,” he added.
For his part, a former member
of the House of Representatives,
Joseph Akinlaja said the
lingering strike by ASUU
showed that the country had
failed to continue the tradition
of prioritising education as a
tool for economic and political
development, which was
attained and maintained by
leaders in the past.
“it is unfortunate that the
government is increasing
the level of illiteracy in the
country. We know that
education make people easy to
govern but difficult to enslave.
The insensitivity of those in
government in the past 17
years to education is quite
unfortunate. These strikes
are impoverishing the people
by limiting their access to

education.
“That is what these terror
groups are capitalizing on to
have army of recruits who
are very gullible and willing.
How can we allow our children
to be at home because of
strikes on several occasions
and the government will be
comfortable?”
Another
lecturer,
Dr.
Funmilola Mabel Ojo said
Nigerians were heading towards
another #EndSARS protest.
“This current ASUU strike
may lead to another EndSars
protest in Nigeria if not
urgently addressed. Since
the government is adamant
and ASUU is not ready to
surrender this time because
this strike will determine
if ASUU always fight a lost
battle,” he said.

CHANGE OF NAME

ONYEABOR

I, formerly known and addressed as EZINNE
KALU, now wish to be known and addressed
as EZINNE ONYEABOR. All former
documents remain valid. The general public
should please take note.

AKPOBOLOKEMI

I, formerly known and addressed as
BOLOKEMI MIEBI, now wish to be known
and addressed as AKPOBOLOKEMI MIEBI.
All former documents remain valid. Banks and
the general public should please take note.

MARY

I, formerly known and addressed as OFFORDIRE
CYNTHIA CHINWENDU, now wish to be known
and addressed as NNAJI CHINWENDU MARY.
All former documents remain valid. Banks and
the general public should please take note.

REMOVAL OF NAME

That in my VOTER’S CARD bears OZUBIDE,
GOODLIVING PAUL. That i now want to remove the
name PAUL from OZUBIDE, GOODLIVING now wish
to be known as OZUBIDE, GOODLIVING.
The general public please take note.

DAMBO

I, formerly known and addressed as AISHA SULEIMAN
AND AISHA MOHAMMED, now wish to be known and
addressed as AISHA SULEIMAN DAMBO. All former
documents remain valid. University of Abuja, Refugees
Commission and the general public should please take note.

OGHENEMUDIAGBAVWE

I, formerly known and addressed as ESE PAUL
MUDIAGBAVWE, now wish to be known and
addressed as ESE OGHENEMUDIAGBAVWE PAUL.
All former documents remain valid. Banks and the
general public should please take note.

EBISINDEI

I, formerly known and addressed as MISS.
BENARDINE NENE ANABUI, now wish to be known
and addressed as MRS. BENARDINE EBISINDEI
FERE PAUL. All former documents remain valid. The
general public should please take note.

CORRECTION OF NAME

This is to inform the general public that my name
was wrongly written as ISAAC AYAWEI instead
of AYAWEI ANEMITE. That my correct name is
AYAWEI ANEMITE, All former documents remain
vaild. The general public please take note.

LOSS OF DOCUMENT

I, LADAN MOHAMMED, OF ROOM 235 MASS
HOUSING UNIT FCDA ABUJA, HEREBY INFORM THE
GENERAL PUBLIC OF THE LOSS OF ORIGINAL RIGHT
OF OCCUPANCY (R OF O) IN RESPECT OF PLOT NO.
2514 WITH OLD FILE NO. KD 1172, NEW FILE NO. KD
40037, WITHIN LUGBE EXTENSION ABUJA, ISSUED BY
ABUJA MUNICIPAL AREA COUNCIL (AMAC) GRANTED TO
LADAN MOHAMMED.
THE SAID DOCUMENT GOT LOST SOMETIMES IN
DECEMBER, 2021 WHILE I WAS ON TRANSIT WITHIN
ABUJA.
ALL EFFORTS MADE TO TRACE THE MISSING DOCUMENT
PROVED ABORTIVE. IF FOUND PLEASE CONTACT THE
NEAREST POLICE STATION. CONCERNED AUTHORITIES
AND GENERAL PUBLIC SHOULD TAKE NOTE.

This space is for sale

Delta Speaker
Tasks Assembly
Commission On
Sustenance Of
Synergy
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Speaker of the Delta State
House of Assembly, Sheriff
Oborevwori has called on the
members of the state Assembly
Commission to uphold the
synergy that had been existing
between the Assembly and the
commission.
The called was made during
the opening of a one day retreat
for members and management
staff of the commission.
The speaker, represented
at the event which held at the
African public Policy Institute,
Onitcha-Ugbo, by his deputy,
Christopher Ochor, reminded
the participants that the
relationship between the
legislature and the commission
had come along way, to the
extent that the later was
recognised in the handbook of
the Assembly.
He further encouraged the
participants to ensure that the
training benefited f the people
of the state.
“The relationship between
the Delta State House of
Assembly and the Assembly
Service Commission, had
come a long way, as both
organisations had been
working in synergy for good
law making services for our
dear state. This relationship
had been recognised in the
handbook of the Assembly.
“Just recently, to further
cement the relationship,
the house went a step
further to enact a law for the
independence and autonomy
of the Commission, (Delta
State House of Assembly
Service
Commission,
Establishment Bill {HB: 31}).
Mr. Chairman and members
of this commission, we are
ready to continue our efforts
to compliment the work of
the commission and relevance.
“The commission has
its work carved out for the
smooth management of the
staff of the Assembly, their
welfare and promotion. As a
responsible House we see this
function of the commission
very vital for our dear state,”
the speaker said.
He promised that the
legislature would ensure that
the relationship, synergy and
patrimonial growth of both
organisations continue to be
strengthened for a greater
Delta State.
“This
synergy
and
relationship is what had
necessitated the approval of
this retreat for members of the
commission, and Management
staff.
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Traders, Motorcyclists’
Clash Claims Five
Lives In Abuja Market
Five persons were yesterday
feared dead in a clash
between
traders
and
commercial motorcyclists in
Dei Dei, a suburb of Abuja.
AljazirahNigeria learnt
that a section of the popular
Dei Dei Timber Market
was set ablaze when a riot
that broke out between
Igbo traders and Hausa
motorcyclists following the
death of a woman.
Many traders specialising
in the sales of plywood and
other building materials
suffered huge losses in the
clash.
Sources said the uproar,
which assumed ethnic
dimension between Igbo
traders and some northern
youths, started when a
women fell off a commercial
motorcycle and was crushed
to death by a moving
articulated vehicle.
The incident enraged
a mob which set the
motorcycle on fire.
The
commercial
motorcyclists were said to
have been mobilised in large
number and attacked the
traders, and set the timber
market owned mainly by
Igbo traders on fire, causing
them huge losses.

Police Quiz
Ex-SDP Chieftain
Over Alleged
Impersonation
BY MBACHU GODWIN, ABUJA

Federal Capital Territory,
FCT, Police Command
yesterday quizzed a former
member of the Social
Democratic Party, SDP,
Chief Supo Shonibare, and
three others over alleged
impersonation of the party’s
officials.
Chief Shonibare and
others were arrested by the
police at Merit House, Abuja
yesterday morning, where
they were to hold a press
conference with SDP’s name
and logo in continuation of
their alleged illegal activities.
Shonibare, who has been
allegedly holding illegal and
factional meetings without
the consent of the party
recognised executives led by
Alhaji Shehu Musa Gabam,
was said to have been
interrogated by the police
at the command for several
hours before he was left to
go.
AljazirahNigeria was told
that Shonibare was expelled
from the party for gross
misconduct and abuse of
office.
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Court Declines IPOB Leader,
Nnamdi Kanu’s Bail Application

BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

Federal High Court sitting
in Abuja yesterday rejected
the bail application filed by
the detained leader of the
Indigenous People of Biafra,
IPOB, Mazi Nnamdi Kanu.
The court stated that the
IPOB leader’s bail request
would remain declined
pending the determination of
the treasonable felony charge
against him by the federal
government.
Justice Binta Nyako said
Kanu had to explain the
reason why he breached the
previous bail privilege given
to him, before he could be
granted another bail.
“Until the issue of absence
of the defendant for his trial,
with all the bail conditions

breached, is determined,
the instant application of
the defendant for bail will at
best be premature and it is
refused.
“However, the defendant
is at liberty to refile the
application,” Justice Nyako
noted.
Kanu in return told the
court that he had “credible
and reliable sureties,” pledging
that he would not commit any
offence while on bail.
The IPOB leader also argued
that he had not been tried or
convicted by any court of law
in the country, contending
that he was entitled to bail.
He further reminded the
court that he was previously
released on bail on health
ground.

However, in response, the
federal government urged
the court to reject Kanu’s bail
application, maintaining that
having realised the gravity
of the case against him, the
separatist leader would run
away from the country and
not make himself available
for trial.
Meanwhile, the court
noted that Kanu’s trial had
since 2015 suffered various
setbacks owing to over 19
interlocutory applications
filed in the matter.
It, therefore, implored the
parties to allow the case to
proceed on trial to enable the
charge to be determined, one
way or the other.
Kanu had in the application
he filed pursuant to sections

6(6) and 36(5) and (6) of
the 1999 Constitution, as
amended, as well as sections
161, 162, 163 and 165 of the
Administration of Criminal
Justice Act, ACJA, 2015,
prayed the court to release
him on bail pending the
determination of the charge
against him.
Kanu told the court that he
was severely tortured for eight
days in Kenya, before he was
repatriated back to Nigeria for
continuation of his trial.
He alleged that his health
condition
deteriorated,
following “a highly poisonous
substance” that was injected
into his system, which he
said was causing him to have
constipation and increased
heart beat.

…As FG Lists Lawyers As Accomplices
Meanwhile, the resumed
trial of the IPOB leader took
a new twist yesterday when
the federal government
again amended six-count
treasonable felony charge
lodged against him.
The new charge saw two of
Kanu’s lawyers, Mr. Ifeanyi
Ejiofor and Mr. Maxwell
Opara, listed as accomplices
in the trial.
The lawyers were alleged
to have constantly remained
in contact with Kanu after
he jumped bail and fled the
country.
The amendment came on a
day trial Justice Nyako fixed
to hear another bail by Kanu.
Justice Nyako had on
April 8 struck out eight out
of the 15-count treasonable
felony charges the federal
government preferred against

Kanu.
In her verdict, the judge
held that the charges were
mere repetitions that did not
disclose any offence that could
be sustained by the proof of
evidence before the court.
Federal government had in
the counts that were struck
out alleged that Kanu had
through his broadcasts incited
members of the public to not
only stage a violent revolution,
but to attack police officers and
also destroy public facilities in
Lagos State.
While the court threw out
counts 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12,13
and 14 of the charge, it okayed
Kanu’s trial on counts 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 8 and 15.
The ruling followed an
application Kanu filed to quash
the entire charges against
him, which he insisted was

manifestly incompetent and
legally defective.
The IPOB leader, through his
team of lawyers led by Chief
Mike Ozekhome (SAN), argued
that the court lacked the
jurisdiction to try him on the
strength of an incompetent
charge.
Ozekhome further told
the court that his client was
“unlawfully, brutally and
extraordinarily renditioned
from Kenya without his
consent.”
He argued further that
since some of the allegations
the federal government
levelled against Kanu were
purportedly
committed
outside the country, the high
court therefore lacked the
jurisdiction to entertain the
charge.
The Federal High Court Act,

he added, stipulate that such
charge must disclose specific
location where the offence was
committed.
Ozekhome
contended
further that Kanu could not
be charged with belonging
to an unlawful organisation
since the action of the federal
government in proscribing the
IPOB was still subject of legal
dispute at the Court of Appeal
and therefore subjudice.
He then urged the court to
dismiss the charge, as well as
to discharge and acquit the
defendant.
Raising an objection, lawyer
to the federal government, Mr.
Shuaibu Labaran urged the
court to allow the prosecution
to open its case, arguing that
Kanu’s application would
touch the substance of the
case that was yet to be heard.

Nigeria And The Quest For Solid Minerals Diversification
FROM BACK PAGE

Lending his voice to
the diversification call,
Nkom, urged the federal
government to rethink
and concentrate on solid
minerals as its central focus
in diversifying the economy
in the bid to boost revenue,
moreso as the price of oil
fluctuates regularly.
“With about 44 minerals,
there is a need to invest
in accurate data gathering
in order to attract the
right investors to the solid
minerals sector. The concern
of the MCO is to be able
to imbibe transparency,
security of tenure and nonsubjectivity, all towards
attracting
the
needed
investments in the sector”,
Nkom reiterated.
Starting in the 80’s
when he cut his teeth as a
brilliant mining Engineer

11

in Maiduguri, the capital
of Borno State, Nkom
distinguished himself as one
of the finest young officers
of the Ministry of mines and
Steel.
Nkom’s cutting edge
ideas since assuming the
head of the Casdastre office
has been quintessentially
remarkable culminating in
his agency being awarded
the Distinctive Innovative
I.T Development Parastatal
in Nigeria, trouncing other
Á’grade counterparts in tech
drive such as PenCom, FIRS,
FRSC,NCC, CAC etc as it
stood out as the best at the
2022 NIRA (Nigeria Internet
Registration Association of
Nigeria) awards in Lagos
tagged ‘Digital Innovation
of the FGN, 2022’.
This recognition seems
to be the driving force in
Nkom’s
developmental

initiative for the solid
mineral sector having been
galvanized into a fast paced
IT agency that basically
connects with the world in
all spheres of solid minerals
mining from information
acquisition , registration,
to detailed geological and
analytical surveys.
Pursuing a youthful zeal
for technology and gems,
Nkom followed his dream
of studying mining, thus
establishing himself in
Nigeria’s mining industry
and the world at large.
With a Post Graduate
Diploma
in
Mining
Engineering from
the
Federal
University
of
Technology, Akure, an MBA
and PGD in Management
from the University of
Maiduguri, an HND in
Mining Engineering from
the Kaduna Polytechnic,

amongst posession of
certifications
in
Geodatabase,
Geographical
Information
Systems,
both from Houston (USA),
Spatial Data Handling
(Netherlands),
Public
Administration (Maiduguri)
Mining and Metallurgy,
MINETEC (Japan) and
others, Nkom seems clearly
to be the square peg in
the square hole needed to
deliver FG’s solid minerals
development road map
initiative.
For Nkom who is
currently the 30th President
of the Nigerian Mining
and Geosciences Society
(NMGS) and also member
of numerous professional
bodies, all eyes are on him as
expectations and optimism
to succeed and break even
more records have never
been this high by Nigerians.

TETFund To
Transform
Tertiary
Institutions
For Global
Recognition
- Echono
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Executive Secretary of tertiary
Education Trust Fund,
TETFund, Arc Sonny Echono
has disclosed that the fund
was transforming tertiary
institutions in the country to
not only be recognised globally
but to also produce graduates
who could be globally
competitive with necessary
skills
and
innovation,
Echono,
who
stated
this during a visit to
INNOVATEHUB in Abuja,
stated that building an
innovative
technology
solution in institution would
not only enable graduate to be
self employed but also provide
the needed workspace for
graduate through expertise.
“So we need to do things
creatively, so that we can
employ all our youths that
are unemployed. We can
fast tract the process and
also modernize the training
programme that we have to
bring them in tune to the
needs of industry and the
work place.
“The message that we are
spreading across the ECOWAS
is to make sure that Nigeria
be the hub for innovation,
and then we spread out that
message across Africa. Africa
must become competitive,
ultimately we have shown this
in various spheres through
our scholars, product when
they go abroad have been
able to show that we have a
lot to contribute to the global
knowledge and economy.
“Currently,
Africa
is
contributing 0.5 to the
global economy that cannot
be something we should be
proud. We must change the
dynamics,” he said.
Echono further stressed
the need for collaboration
between tertiary institutions
and private sectors to groom
generations of innovators
to place Nigeria on global
recognition.
Also speaking, the founder
and managing director
INNOVATE HUB, Prof.
Gregory Ibe explained that
the organisation was a focal
point for innovation startup
incubation,
technology
transfer and skill impartation.
He said it would help
trained professors in tertiary
institutions through different
programmes and initiatives to
bring together brilliants mind
and gifted hands from across
board.
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Tiv Group Urges
FG To Expedite
Action On Safe
Return Of Benue
IDPs

Osun 2022:
Accord Party
Urges Osun
Electorate To
Shun Vote Buying

FROM HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

OSUN

Umbrella body of Tiv
people, Mzough U Tiv,
MUT, again called on the
federal government to
expedite action on the safe
return of over two million
Internally
Displaced
Persons, IDPs, living in
camps across the state to
their ancestral homes.
President General of the
organization, Iorbee Ihagh
made the call in Makurdi,
when leadership of Zone
A League of Academics,
ZALA, paid him a visit to
discuss the way forward
concerning pressing issues
bedeviling the Tiv nation.
Ihagh
expressed
worry that continued
stay of IDPs who are
predominantly farmers
to check impending
food shortage would be
disastrous in the future.
He, however, expressed
appreciation to ZALA for
the show of love to their
people, especially the
IDPs, equally charged
members of the group
to be good ambassadors
of the Tiv nation in their
respective places of work,
as well as advised Tiv
people across the globe
to embrace unity which
he describe as the only
stepping stone to their
growth.
Making a presentation
during
the
visit,
coordinator of ZALA,
Dr David Wayas, who
explained
that
the
group was non-partisan,
equally said it engages
in
developmental
activities in the state
with particular attention
to people of Benue North
East Senatorial district.
The coordinator said
other
responsibilities
of the organization is
to impress on leaders to
provide good governance
through
transparent
and accountable process
aimed
at
checking
insecurity, stressing that
poverty of ideas leads to
violence.
He also revealed that
the group intended to
collaborate with relevant
bodies and individuals
to research on the best
ways of improving food
production and how to
avoid post harvest waste
and thank the president
general of MUT for the
warm reception.

FROM RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

s

BENUE

Gov Babajide Sanwo-Olu of Lagos State (5th L); Deputy Governor of Lagos State, Dr Obafemi Hamzat (3rd R);
Chairman, All Progressives Congress (APC) Lagos State; Pastor Cornelius Ojelabi (2nd R); Chief of Staff to the
Governor, Mr Tayo Ayinde(R); Chairman, APC Special Congress Committee for the election of Local Government
and State delegates, Mr Zacheus Adedeji and members of the Committee, during their meeting at Lagos House,
Alausa, Ikeja, on Wednesday. PHOTO: KAYODE OLADAPO/ICE/NAN

Gov Sani Bello Swears In
New Commissioners
NIGER

FROM SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Governor
Abubakar
Sani Bello of Niger State
has sworn in seven new
commissioners to replace
former commissioners
who resigned to aspire for
elective positions.
Addressing the new
commissioners,
who
were sworn in yesterday
at the Government House
conference hall, were yet
to be assigned portfolios,
Governor Bello charged

them to add value to their
ministries when posted.
Bello noted that the new
cabinet members were
selected based on their
wealth of experience.
Congratulating
the
new appointees, the
governor told them that
they were selected not by
mistake or accident, as a
thorough check on each
of them was carried out
before they were giving
appointments.
He explained that
considering the fact that

the administration was
about coming to an end,
there was need for them
to brace up to put in
their best in their various
ministries.
The
governor
further told the new
commissioners that “my
decision to make you
part of this government
today is based on
recommendations
we
have received so far about
you.
“I have no doubt you will
add value within the one

year of your coming at this
critical stage as far as I am
concerned, the activities
of this government are
winding up. Therefore,
there is no time to make
a difference, but see it as
an opportunity to serve.”
The new commissioners
include
Abraham
Umar, Alh. Mohammed
Sani
Lafiya,
Habila
Daniel Galadima, Hon.
Mohammed
Usman
Tinau, Kabiru Abbas,
Umaru Musa Emmanuel
and Yusuf Gunu.

Thugs Disrupt SDP Meeting In Kwara, Brutalise Party Members
KWARA
FROM COVER PAGE

The angry thugs kept
shouting on the man,
“Baba Ifelodun, why did
you take money from AA
to disrupt our party?”
The factional state
publicity secretary of the
SDP, Kareem Akanbi had
on Tuesday announced
the suspension of eight
members from the party,
indicating a leadership
crisis within the party.
The conveners of the
Wednesday
meeting
included
some
of
the people that were
suspended for alleged
anti-party activities.
Prior to the disruption
of the press conference,
chairman of another
factional of the party,
Ibrahim Yahaya had
alleged plans by some
former members of the

All Progressives Congress,
APC, who recently joined
the party, to hijack it from
the pioneer executives.
He said “It is no longer
news that a faction of the
All Progressives Congress
party in Kwara state
(i.e APC Loyal) formally
applied to join our party,
the SDP vide a letter to
SDP national secretariat
dated 9th March 2022 by
a reply letter dated 11th
March 2022.
“The national decretariat
of SDP acknowledged
the APC loyal letter and
their intention to join
the SDP in Kwara State
with a promise to work
on a harmonisation
arrangement on how
their interests will be
accommodated.”
He said while the
original SDP members
in Kwara State under his
leadership were waiting

Alkali

for further directives from
the national secretariat,
“we were shocked to hear
about a purported state
congress of Kwara SDP
held on 26th April 2022
which was stage managed
by the Kwara APC Loyal
group in collaboration

with some officials of SDP
national secretariat.
“The sole aim of the
kangaroo state congress
election of SDP on 26th
April, 2022, was to hijack
the party from the original
members of the party
who had worked tirelessly
to bring the party to its
enviable position in Kwara
State.
“The said congress was
held in contravention of
the SDP constitution.
Also, the original members
of Kwara SDP were denied
participation in the said
congress contrary to
relevant provision of the
Electoral Act 2022.”
The embattled factional
chairman informed that
he had protested the said
state congress of the SDP
held on April 26, 2022,
at the Kwara APC Loyal
secretariat to the national
secretariat of the party.

As
the
Osun
State
governorship election draws
nearer, the state chairman
of Accord Party, Pastor
Victor Akande has urged the
electorate in the state to fight
the menace of vote-buying in
the coming poll slated for July
this year.
Reacting to a statement
made by the candidate of
the Peoples Democratic
Party,
PDP,
Senator
Ademola Adeleke, at the
NUJ Correspondent Chapel
‘News Point Programme’ in
Osogbo, Akande warned that
the electorate must be wary
of collecting money from
candidates before they are
voted for.
“It is unfortunate that a
candidate of a party, Senator
Ademola Adeleke make such
a statement that the election
will be fire for fire. We must
ensure a peaceful guber poll
in Osun State in 2022. The
statement he made revealed
the state of intellectual
capacity.
“The issue of vote-buying
that he raised while addressing
his supporter is condemnable.
The electorate must fight
vote-buying while political
parties must ensure an end
to voter apathy in the coming
poll. We must fight the evil
of vote-buying. We must
understand that governance
is not about business but in
this, they have turned it to a
business. The Accord Party
is not going to be involved in
vote-buying.
“Election is not do or die
affair. We must ensure a
peaceful guber poll. We must
not allow violence during
the poll. The statement he
made revealed the state of
intellectual capacity.
“It is unfortunate that in
this country, the politicians
use their own money for
virtually all the electoral
process and when such
person get to position the
first thing that he or she
will do is to get the money
he spent, even get gain and
money to prosecute further
elections,” he said.
Akande stated that in
Europe and the other western
world, politicians play
according to rule while even
some of their supporters
would open an account for
candidates to donate money
for their campaign.
He disclosed that if
electorate continues to take
money from politicians before
they get to power, things
would remain the same.
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2023: Work
In Our Party’s
Interest,
Ondo APC
Chair Urges
Members
ONDO
FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Ondo State chairman of the
All Progressives Congress,
APC, Mr Ade Adetimehin
has tasked members to
work in the overall interest
of the party for the 2023
general elections.
Adetimehin,
who
made the appeal during
a meeting with party
leaders in Akure yesterday,
said “on this note, it is
now imperative to call
the attention of all party
leaders and stakeholders in
the state to adhere to Mr
Governor’s decision and
charge our delegates to act
in the interest of the party
so that credible aspirants
who will win for the party
in the general election can
emerge.
“Governor Akeredolu
is known for his fearless
stances and ‘talk and do’
beliefs.
“He has repeatedly called
for fairness, equity and
justice for all interests even
beyond the shore of Ondo
State.
“It is consequently
believed
that
Mr
Governor’s decisions shall
be strictly followed by
the party leadership in
the state and unarguably
gives room for a levelplain ground contrary to
the imposition rumours in
some baseless quarters.”
According to him, the
governor has reiterated
a level-playing ground
primaries for aspirants
vying for political offices in
2023 in the state especially
where consensus could not
be reached.
The chairman noted that
the governor in a meeting
with the State Working
Committee of the party
had thrown open some
senatorial districts, federal
and state constituencies for
a contest among the party’s
aspirants.
He added that Governor
Akeredolu had mandated
that very transparent and
fair primaries be conducted
owing to the fact that
consensus could not be
reached in the senatorial
districts, federal and state
constituencies.
“Mr Governor in the
meeting urged all party
delegates to exercise their
franchise and present the
best candidates and party
flagbearers at the polls,” he
said.
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Govt’ll Not Be Intimidated By Campaign
Of Calumny, Blackmail - Ortom
BENUE
FROM HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Benue State governor, Samuel
Ortom has restated the resolve
of his administration not to be
intimidated by campaign of
calumny and blackmail being
peddled against his person by
the Benue Rebirth Movement,
BRM, over the issue of Idoma
governorship agenda in the
2023 general elections.
Governor
Ortom,

who stated his position
yesterday during a meeting
at Government House,
Makurdi, with his appointees
ahead of the primaries of the
Peoples Democratic Party,
PDP, scheduled this month,
expressed conviction that a
governor of the state from
Benue South senatorial district
was still realisable.
According to him, it was
on account of that basis that
the PDP leadership in the

state allowed all aspirants
the opportunity to contest at
the primaries, even when the
various zones have chosen
their consensus candidates.
He also revealed to the
appointees that the Electoral
Act, as amended, had banned
government appointees
from being delegates, pointing
out that such people would
not be allowed to vote at the
primaries.
The governor charged those

in the categories mentioned
to support the success of the
primaries at their various
places by mobilising party
faithful to obtain their party
registration and voter cards to
enable them choose candidates
of their choices.
Responding on behalf of the
appointees, Secretary to the
State Government, SSG, Prof
Anthony Ijoho pledge their
support to the success of the
primaries.

Former Governors of Kaduna State, Lamaran Yero; Sen. Ahmad Makarfi and former Vice President and PDP Presidential Aspirant,
Atiku Abubakar, during the visit of Atiku to consult with the party leaders in Kaduna on Tuesday. PHOTO: NAN

Nasarawa: PDP Senatorial Aspirant
Pledges People Oriented Projects
NASARARWA
BY DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

Senatorial Aspirant under the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP,
for the Nasararwa Western
senatorial
district,
Hon.
Angama Weibey Panda has
pledged to provide a peoplebased representation whereby
the general interest of his
constituents would be his driving
force if elected to the senate.
Panda, who made the pledge
in an exclusive interview

with AljazirahNigeria in Keffi
yesterday, said as a people’s
representative, he would always
adopt a feedback mechanism
to collect, hear and consult his
constituents on the directions
they would want him to follow,
especially on crucial issues of
national importance.
“The general interest of my
constituents will always be
my driving force or direction
with a view to making sure
that all my efforts are peoplebased and in tandem with their
wishes and aspirations, which

is also in accordance with the
practice, norms and values of
democracy that requires the
active participation of the people
in decision making process” he
stressed
Panda, who is a former
administrator
of
Panda
Development
Area
and
Commissioner for Youths and
Sports in Nasarawa State, also
assured that he would focus
on youths development in
such a way that an enabling
environment would be created
for them to be gainfully employed

both in the public and private
sectors, in order for them to
be kept away from all forms of
restiveness.
Speaking
on
other
developmental projects and
programmers he has planned
for the people if elected, the
senatorial hopeful assured that
he would pursue the completion
of Nasararwa and Toto water
projects, as well as various
road projects belonging to the
federal government to enable the
people benefit from democracy
dividends.

C’River Deputy Governor Assures Of Evacuation of Refuse In Calabar
C’RIVER
FROMFRANCIS OGAR, CALABAR

Deputy Governor of Cross
River State, Professor Ivara
Esu has assured that the state
government would commence
evacuation of refuse at all parts
of Calabar, the state capital.
Esu, who gave the assurance
while on all inspection of the
evacuation of refuse by the state

waste management agency and
the Ministry of Environment,
said it was unfortunate that
waste was building up in the city,
which was declared the cleanest
state in Nigeria, noting that any
attempt to retrogress from the
statues was not acceptable to the
people of the state.
Professor Esu stated that the
purpose of this operation was
to ascertain how the agency

had been able to manage the
funds for evacuation of refuse
in Calabar metropolis.
He mentioned that the
government has some money to
pay the regular contractors who
had resumed work on Monday,
May 16, 2022, with a view to
returning Calabar to its status
of the cleanest state of Nigeria
by the end of this week.
The
deputy
governor
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commended
the
waste
management agency for
their prompt response to the
situation.
The general manager of the
waste management agency,
Mr. Sunday Oko confirmed
that the agency had been
assisted and enabled to carry
out intervention, which would
be followed by the normal
evacuation by the contractors.

Delta Govt
Assures Of
Continued
Support To Local
Governments
DELTA
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Delta State government
has reaffirmed its
support to the 25 local
government areas of the
state.
This
reassurance
was given by the
Commissioner
for
Finance, Sir Fidelis
Tilije,
during
a
ministerial
briefing
organised for the
participants of Senior
Executive
Course,
SEC, 44, 2022, of the
National Institute of
Policy and Strategic
Studies, NIPSS, Kurur,
Jos.
The commissioner,
who was represented
by the permanent
secretary
of
the
ministry, Mr Cornelius
Semiteje,
in
his
presentation
tagged
‘Funding of Local
Government in the State
and how it has impacted
on Governance in
Nigeria,’
said
the
local
governments
were saddled with the
responsibility of paying
primary school teachers,
which takes a huge sum
of their revenue, thereby
leaving them with
virtually nothing for
developmental projects.
Tilije said it was the
local governments that
form the state and as
such, were important
aspects, which could not
be ignored, hence the
Delta State government
assists them as much as
possible.
He said the state had
put necessary measures
in place to ensure that
the activities of the local
governments were well
handled.
The commissioner
added that funding
of local governments
enabled them pay
salaries promptly and
also embark on peopleoriented programmes.
The leader of the
team, Prof O. J. ParaMallam explained that
the reason for their
visit was to study the
local governments, their
functionality, funding
and challenges, as the
theme of their tour was
‘Strengthening Local
Governance in Nigeria.’
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Sweden Submit to join NATO

Finland, Sweden Submit NATO
Bids Inspite Of Russia
NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg said yesterday that
Finland and Sweden have formally
applied to join the world’s biggest
military alliance, a move driven by
security concerns over Russia’s war
in Ukraine.
“I warmly welcome the requests
by Finland and Sweden to join
NATO. You are our closest partners,”
Stoltenberg told reporters after

Senegalese Court Postpones
Verdict In Dakar’s Mayor Trial
Yesterday, the verdict in trial of the
Dakar Mayor, Bathelemy Dias was
postponed.
The 46-year-old who is one the
main opposition figure hoped to
learn his fate but the 3rd criminal
court set its ruling date on
September 21st.
Dias is being tried on appeal for
his alleged link to a 2011 shooting
which took place in the city hall of
Mermoz Sacré-Coeur where he was
mayor. The armed clash resulted in
the death of Senegalese wrestler
Ndiaga Diouf.
The now Dakar mayor, along
with a dozen other defendants
was tried in 2017 and sentenced
to two years in jail. However, he
has continuously rejected the
accusation of aggravated assault
claiming he acted in self-defence.
Barthelemy Dias returned to
court on May 2 and the public
prosecutor requested five years in
prison. If confirmed, this sentence
would interrupt Mr. Dias’s political
ascension.
Dias is a close ally of opposition
leader Ousmane Sonko. Both men
are members of coalition opposing
Macky Sall’s ruling party.

receiving application letters from the
two Nordic countries’ ambassadors.
Finland says it could fend off Russia
with or without NATO
“All allies agree on the importance
of NATO enlargement. We all agree
that we must stand together, and
we all agree that this is an historic
moment which we must seize. This is
a good day at a critical moment for our
security,” a beaming Stoltenberg said,
as he stood alongside the two envoys,
with NATO, Finnish and Swedish flags
at their backs.
The application must now be
weighed by the 30 member countries.
That process is expected to take
about two weeks, although Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has
expressed reservations about both
countries joining the organisation.
If his objections are overcome, and
accession talks go as well as expected,
the two could become members within

a few months. The process usually
takes eight to 12 months, but NATO
wants to move quickly given the threat
from Russia hanging over the Nordic
countries’ heads.
Canada, for example, says that
it expects to ratify their accession
protocol in just a few days. President
Biden said in a statement he welcomes
and supports Finland and Sweden’s
applications for NATO membership.
Swedish Prime Minister Magdalena
Andersson and Finnish President Sauli
Niinistö are set to meet with Mr. Biden
at the White House today.
“Finland and Sweden are longtime,
stalwart partners of the United
States,” the president said. “By joining
NATO, they will further strengthen
our defense cooperation and benefit
the entire Transatlantic Alliance.”
Mr. Biden said that while Finland
and Sweden’s applications are being
considered, the U.S. will work with the

two nations “to remain vigilant against
any threats to our shared security, and
to deter and confront aggression or
the threat of aggression.”
NATO holds ceremony to mark
Sweden’s and Finland’s application
for membership in Brussels
Finland and Sweden are NATO’s
closest partners. They have
functioning democracies, well-funded
armed forces and contribute to the
alliance’s military operations and air
policing. Any obstacles they face would
merely be of a technical, or possibly
political nature.
Russia, and its president Vladimir
Putin in particular, has long considered
NATO a threat. The Kremlin has
defended its war in Ukraine partly
as a means of pushing the Western
alliance back further from its borders,
a tactic which, given Finland and
Sweden’s accession bids, appears to
have backfired spectacularly.

France “Regrets” Mali’s Departure From The G5 Sahel
France “regretted” Mali’s departure
from the regional Sahel organisation
G5 Sahel, saying the decision
compromised regional efforts to fight
terrorism and reflected the “isolation”
of the ruling junta in Bamako.
The Malian authorities, at
loggerheads with France and more
broadly with European countries,
announced on Sunday that they were
leaving the G5 Sahel and its antijihadist force, accusing the organisation
of being “instrumentalised” by “the
outside world”.
“Like the European Union, France
regrets this decision, which calls
into question regional cooperation
efforts to fight terrorism and promote

development, and once again reflects
the isolation of the transitional
Malian authorities,” the Quai d’Orsay
spokeswoman said in an electronic
press briefing.
After Mali’s announced departure,
the regional Sahelian organisation
created in 2014 and whose force is
composed of about 5,000 soldiers since
2017, is reduced to four countries:
Mauritania, Chad, Burkina Faso and
Niger.
This departure further isolates
Mali from its neighbours as Bamako
has been the target of economic and
diplomatic measures by West African
states since the beginning of the year
to sanction the junta’s intention to

remain in power for several more years,
after two putsches in August 2020 and
May 2021.
It also comes after the junta
announced in early May the end of
the 2014 cooperation treaty with
France, as well as the 2013 and
2020 agreements setting the legal
framework for the presence of the
Barkhane anti-jihadist force and the
Takuba grouping of European special
forces, initiated by France.
Relations with Western states are
deteriorating as Mali turns to Russia.
France and its allies accuse the junta of
using the controversial Russian private
security firm Wagner, which Bamako
disputes.

Burkina Faso:
Hopes Dims For
Trapped Miners
Operations to try to find eight
miners who have been missing
underground in a zinc mine in
Burkina Faso for the past month
were continuing without much hope
that they could be brought up alive,
according to a report.
The eight miners - six Burkinabe,
one Zambian and one Tanzanian
- were trapped on April 16 at the
bottom of the Perkoa mine, operated
by the Canadian company Trevali
Mining, located about 100 km west
of Ouagadougou, after heavy rains
flooded the underground galleries
where they were working 700
meters below ground.
Since then, no contact has
been made with them, but
rescuers are still hoping that
they may have taken shelter in
a “refuge chamber” 580 meters
below ground, where survival
kits including water, food and
medicine are usually stored.
Rescuers are working tirelessly
to pump out the 165 million
liters of water that have flooded
the galleries and reached the roof
of the chamber, according to the
crisis committee set up in Perkoa.
“The chamber is still submerged”
by water, said Monday evening
Lieutenant Stephane Sidi Nana,
one of the firefighters present at
the scene. “We could not observe
through the glass to see the inside
of the room,” he said.
Jean Alphonse Somé, Minister
of Mines, believes that rescue
workers are in the “final stages of
pumping and in the next few hours,
at any time” it will be possible to
“look” inside the refuge chamber, to
see if the miners are indeed inside.
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Nigerians Warned To Desist from Chemical Foods
STORIES BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL, ABUJA

Director General, NAFDAC, Prof.
Mojisola Christiana Adeyeye has
warned Nigerians to desist from
chemicals food like Jatropha Curcas
leaves, hypo detergent and potash
with fermented starch ,popularly

known as Fufu, to make it rise, soft
and ferment.
Director-General of NAFDAC,
Prof. Mojisola Adeyeye, who gave the
warning on Wednesday in Abuja said
such practice was allegedly done in
some parts of Ondo and Ekiti states,
especially in the popular Fufu Market

at Oke Lisa Street, Adjacent A-Division
in Akure.
Adeyeye said, “The act was alleged to
be going on at Ilu-Abo, Owode, Ogbese,
Igbara-Oke, Igbara-Odo, Ifaki-Ekiti,
Oba-Ile, all in Ondo and Ekiti, to make
more gains.
The NAFDAC boss said the agency

was aware of the development, warning
the perpetrators to repent. She recalled
that the agency recently signed a
Memorandum of Understanding ,MoU,
with the National Youth Service Corps
,NYSC, where Corps members would
sensitise citizens to sharp practices at
the grassroots.

WHO Report Shows Global Health Achievements, Despite COVID-19

World Health Organisation’s 20202021 Results Report tracks WHO
significant achievements across the
global health spectrum despite the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Director-General, WHO, Dr Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus said, “Even
as WHO has responded to the most
severe global health crisis in a century,
we have continued to support our
Member States in addressing many
other threats to health, despite
squeezed budgets and disrupted
services”
According to him, “As the world
continues to respond to and recover
from the pandemic in the years ahead,
WHO priority is to invest even more
resources for our work in countries,
where it matters most”
He continued, “Ensuring WHO has
sustainable, predictable and flexible
financing is essential for fulfilling our
mission to promote health, keep the
world safe and serve the vulnerable”.

“The ACT-A partnership delivered
over 1 billion COVID-19 vaccine doses
by January 2022. The global rollout
of crucial health materials included
nearly US$500 million worth of
personal protective equipment; US$
187 million in oxygen supplies, US$4.8
million in treatments and 110 million
diagnostic tests.
However, much remains to be done
for the world to get on track for WHO
target of each country vaccinating 70%
of its population by July 2022.
Released ahead of the World Health
Assembly next week, the report
details such accomplishments as
the delivery of more than 1.4 billion
vaccine doses via the COVAX facility,
the recommendation for broad use of
the world’s first malaria vaccine and
WHO’s response to some 87 health
emergencies, including COVID-19.
During 2020-2021, WHO led the
largest-ever global response to a health
crisis, working with 1600 technical

and operational partners, and helped
galvanise the biggest, fastest and most
complex vaccination drive in history.
The Organisation spent US$1.7 billion
on essential supplies to the COVID-19
response.
Due to efforts to scale up lifesaving interventions guided by
WHO guidelines, 15 countries have
achieved elimination of mother-tochild transmission of HIV and/or
syphilis and WHO’s recommendation
of widespread use of the world’s first
malaria vaccine ,RTS,S, has been
delivered to over 1 million children. It
is expected to save 40 000 to 80 000
lives a year, when used with other
malaria control interventions.
The report demonstrates WHO’s
crucial role as the world’s global health
guardian, speaking up for health equity
in a world of widening inequalities.
The grave costs of the pandemic were
felt everywhere. The report portrays a
world which is clearly further off track

to reach crucial global health goals. Due
to myriad disruptions caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, countries have
fallen behind on WHO “Triple Billion
targets” that provide critical pathways
to attain the Sustainable Development
Goals ,SDGs, by 2030.
Progress on Universal health
coverage and healthier populations
are at about one quarter or less the
pace needed to reach the Sustainable
Development Goals by 2030, and
no country was fully prepared for a
pandemic of such scale.
COVID-19 also caused huge
disruptions to health services: 117
of 127 countries surveyed reported
disruption to at least one essential
health service because of COVID,
whilst the average disruption across
those countries was a staggering 45%.
Going forward, fulfilling the
triple billion targets will be WHO’s
overriding goal, as a measurable
means of reducing health equity gaps.

1.7m Children Suffer Acute Malnutrition In North-East - UNICEF
United Nations Children’s Fund,
UNICEF has reported that only this year,
about 1.7million children are expected
to suffer from acute malnutrition across
the North-east Nigeria
Communication Officer, UNICEF
Nigeria, Folashade Adebayo disclosed
this on Tuesday in Abuja that Northeast Nigeria is currently recording
the highest burden of acute child
malnutrition since 2016.
Adebayo said with micronutrient
nutrition supplies, essential drugs and
counselling from health care workers,

conflict-affected children in Banki,
North-east Nigeria are bouncing back
from the brink of malnutrition.
She said, “According to the
Standardized
Monitoring
and
Assessment of Relief and Transitions
,SMART, survey result, March 2022,
high food insecurity, measles, cholera
and other infections are the driving
factors.
“In addition to building the capacity
of CNMs to screen and refer children
with severe acute malnutrition to the
OTP site in Banki, UNICEF has also

trained healthcare workers at the
SPHCDA facility to provide quality
feeding counseling to mothers.
“Nutrition supplies from UNICEF,
with support from ECHO, are helping
to save children from malnutrition”.
“The UNICEF-supported Outpatient
Therapeutic Feeding Programme ,OTP,
in Banki is located in a section of the
health centre run by the Borno State
Primary Healthcare Development
Agency ,SPHCDA. With funding from
the European Civil Protection and
Humanitarian Aid Operations ,ECHO,
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UNICEF is supplying the OTP centre
with ready-to-use therapeutic food
,RUTF, micronutrients and essential
drugs to stop malnutrition-related
deaths among children.
“Over 300 children have been
screened with the MUAC tape and
a significant number of children are
malnourished. The number of acute
malnutrition cases is the same among
new returnees and members of the
community. It is not uncommon to see
children measuring 9cm and below on
the tape’’, she said.

World Hypertension Day:
Dietician Advises Patients
To Eat Healthy Diet
A dietician has advised healthy
diet and disciplined lifestyle for
hypertensive patients that life is too
short to hamper your health over
things that are momentary.
Mr Paul Okoh, said this in
commemoration of the 2022 World
Hypertension Day on Tuesday
in Abuja that this year’s World
Hypertension Day has as its theme:
“Characterised by elevated blood
pressure levels, hypertension has
become a silent epidemic”.
Okoh stated, “Hypertension is
the number one risk factor for heart
disease, stroke, renal complications,
and premature death.
The dietician named some foods
and fruits that could help lower blood
pressure in humans such as banana,
guava and mango among others.
According to him, Banana, other
than just being an extremely potent
source of energy, is also packed with
Potassium and Magnesium, which
significantly helps to lower human
blood pressure.
He said Guava, which is a common
tropical fruit cultivated in many
tropical and subtropical, usually helps
the consumer to regulate water and
electrolytes in the body, and regulates
blood pressure, adding that low-fat
dairy products tend to be a good
source of calcium, which will help
people to fight high blood pressure.
“Beets contain a high amount of
nitric oxide, which has been proven
to lower blood pressure. Drinking
beetroot juice can lower systolic
blood pressure as much as four or
five mmHg.
He said stress and unhealthy
lifestyle including bad eating habits
contribute to high blood pressure,
saying, “This is why it is important to
keep hypertension in check because as
they say, prevention is always better
than cure.
“Hypertension can be prevented
and managed, by checking your
blood pressure regularly, and
through treatment and therefore
advised people to be mindful of what
they consumed to avoid becoming
hypertensive”.
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“You cannot allow your desire to be a winner
to be diminished by achieving success before
and I believe there is room for improvement
in every sportsman.” – Lionel Messi

Bosso Targets First
WAFU Title For Nigeria

Flying Eagles head coach, Ladan
Bosso, has said that the team is focused
on Friday’s final against the Benin
Republic at the ongoing West African
Football Union tournament in the Niger
Republic.
In a chat after the semi-final 2-1
victory against the Young Elephants of
Côte d’Ivoire, the highly-rated tactician
said they will neither be underrated nor
lose focus on winning the title for the
first time for Nigeria.
“We remain focused on winning the
trophy for Nigeria.
“We have dominated Africa and
indeed the world but we have not won
this title since its inception. So, Friday’s
final means a lot to us and we can’t
afford to lose focus.
“This is the time to restore hopes in
Nigerians who were affected by the
Super Eagles’ inability to pick the World
Cup ticket.
The WAFU B U-20 tournament was
founded in 2018; Senegal and Ghana are
the only two West African countries that
have won the trophy.
The seven-time African champions,
Flying Eagles and the Benin Republic
have qualified for the U-20 African
Nations Cup slated for Egypt from
February 18 to March 12, 2023

Mushfiqur Becomes First
Bangladesh Player To Pass
5,000 Test Runs

Mushfiqur Rahim became the first Bangladesh
player to pass 5,000 Test runs with a century
on day four of the first Test against Sri Lanka.
The wicketkeeper, 35, hit 105 from 282
balls, his eighth Test ton, to help the hosts
to 465 all out.
It took Mushfiqur’s career total to 5,037
runs at an average of 36.79 in 81 Tests since
his debut in 2005.
Opener Tamim Iqbal, who made 133 in the
same innings, is the Tigers’ second-highest
run-scorer with 4,981.
All-rounder Shakib Al Hasan is third on
4,055.
Sri Lanka ended the day 39-2 in their
second innings in Chattogram, still, 29 runs
behind.
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Thousands In Spain As Eintracht Frankfurt, Rangers Clash In Europa Fina
Tens of thousands of Rangers fans are in Seville ahead
of one of the biggest matches in the club’s history.
Police expected up to 100,000 supporters of the
Glasgow team to travel to the Spanish city for the
Europa League final.
They will be joined by 50,000 fans of the German
side Eintracht Frankfurt.
The vast majority of those who have traveled do
not have tickets for the game in the 42,700-capacity
Estadio Ramon Sanchez Pizjuan.
Only 9,500 tickets were originally sold to Rangers

fans, although more are believed to have been ma
available in recent days.
Ticketless Rangers fans will be able to watch the ma
at the 57,000-capacity Estadio La Cartuja in the north of
city - where Celtic lost the 2003 UEFA Cup final to Po
Seville Police said they were prepared for a large num
of Supporters in the city for the match - which kicks off
20:00 with about 5,000 officers on duty.
Many bars in Seville will be closed on Wednesday,
fans will be able to watch the game on big screens arou
the city.

Idriss

African Women’s Volleyball Championship:
Commodore Aliyu Assures Better Outing

BY JOEL AJAYI

Coordinator of the Chief Naval Staff CNS
Spikers volleyball team, Abuja Commodore
Aliyu Pindar has assured a better outing for
his team, as the team will be taking part in
the forthcoming African women’s volleyball
championship in faraway Tunisia.
He gave this assurance, on Tuesday,
during the ongoing 2021 Volleyball division
one league inside the Moshood Abiola
Stadium, in Abuja, where the CNS team
defeated Olalomi Royal Spikers 3-0.
The CNS club secured victory from all
five games played so far, to be on top of
the league table.
He lauded the Chief of Naval Staff, Rear
Admiral Awwal Zubairu Gambo, for the
support given to all the team, a gesture that
is bringing results for the force.
According to him, our teams have been
performing in the game and we have been
victorious.
“We came into this competition in
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division one League, fully prepared with the
female team and their counterpart in Taraba
and you can see that today, they have topped
phase one of the league after winning all
their five matches and they have remained
unbeaten in the league.
“So they have made us proud. It’s all
about hard work and motivation, that’s what
made them perform well in all they did.
Commodore Aliyu, who is also the FCT
Volleyball Chairman added: “The vision
of the Chief of Naval Staff, Rear Admiral
Awwal Zubairu Gambo, is to reposition
sports in Nigeria league and you can see
it’s beginning to show out. The teams
are well motivated and they have been in
camp, training, and preparing for all the
competitions.
“He also approved that we also participate
in the National League, and as we speak,
we are preparing to leave, on Friday, for
Tunisia to take part in the African women’s
volleyball championship which he is also
sponsoring, so we are due to represent
Nigeria at the competition in Tunisia.
“You can see from their performance, the
teams are well prepared, I can bet and assure
Nigerians that they will go to Tunisia and
make us proud.
“They have been in camp from Lagos and
now in Abuja, we have been preparing for
all the competitions; they are well prepared
and they are happy. That’s the motivation
and you can see that many of them today are
fitting into the National”, He spoke.

AFCON U-20: Flying Eagles To Battle
Benin Republic In Final
BY JOEL AJAYI

Nigeria’s Flying Eagles will square up
against neighbours Benin Republic on
Saturday after they overpowered fit-fighting
Cote d’Ivoire 2-1 in an explosive semi-final
match on Tuesday Night at the ongoing
WAFU B U20 Championship in Niamey.
The ticket to Saturday’s final also came
with a ticket to next year’s Africa U20 Cup
of Nations taking place in Egypt.
Reacting to the victory, the Sports
Minister Sunday Dare Performance
Confirms Future of the Nigeria game is in
developing youth Football.
According to him, “Your hard-earned
victory over Cote D’ivoire in the semi-final
and your performances in the games against
Ghana and Burkina Faso have shown what
is possible when a team plays with focus,
determination, and discipline.
“We are so proud of you all, both players
and coaches and also happy with the results
so far. We are solidly behind you. However,

this is not the time to rest on your oars. The
journey ahead of you is a long one.
“Go all out on Saturday, win the WAFU
U20 trophy, and then we will begin to prepare
very adequately for the U-20 AFCON
next year and be among the four African
representatives.
The Flying Eagles had earlier beaten
the defending champions Ghana 2-0 and
drawn 2-2 with Burkina Faso. They will
face the Benin Republic in Saturday’s final
in Niamey.

Sports Ministry To Hold Ma
BY JOEL AJAYI

Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports
Development has concluded arrangements
to hold the maiden edition of the Nigeria
U-18 Basketball Championships in the
country, with a view to ensuring more youth
participation in sports, especially in the game
of basketball.
In a press statement issued by the Director
of Press Public Relations, Mohammed
Manga revealed that the competition
which targets youth at the grassroots will
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“My opinion is that protesting, there’s no
problem with it, as long as it is peaceful
without violence, without vandalism.”
– Neymar
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Simpson: Australian Pop Star Qualifies For Commonwealth Games

lash In Europa Final

Australian pop star Cody Simpson has
qualified for the Commonwealth Games
after finishing third in the 100m butterfly
final at the national trials.
Simpson clocked 51.96 seconds in the
final to match the qualifying time for June’s
World Championships in Budapest.
The 25-year-old missed out on a place at
the Tokyo Olympics last year after finishing
eighth in Australia’s trials.
According to him, I didn’t even think

believed to have been made

will be able to watch the match
dio La Cartuja in the north of the
2003 UEFA Cup final to Porto.
were prepared for a large number
r the match - which kicks off at
fficers on duty.
ll be closed on Wednesday, but
he game on big screens around

I’d be remotely competitive until this year
at the earliest.
“To make the team already is just a bonus
on the way to Paris ,2024”
Simpson, a talented junior swimmer
prior to pursuing a music career that
included a top 10 album in the United
States, returned to the sport in 2019.
Defending champion Matt Temple won
the final in 51.50secs, ahead of the 2016
Olympic freestyle champion and Tokyo

Idrissa Refuses To Wear PSG Shirt Featuring Rainbow Symbol

Paris St-Germain’s Idrissa Gueye refused
to play in a match to avoid wearing a
rainbow symbol in support of LGBTQ+
rights.
The 32-year-old former Aston Villa
and Everton midfielder were absent from
Saturday’s 4-0 win over Montpellier.
PSG boss Mauricio Pochettino said only
that Gueye missed the game for “personal
reasons”.

The French Football Federation ,FFF,
has reportedly written to Gueye to clarify
why he was absent.
BBC Sport has approached Gueye’s
representatives for comment.
Crystal Palace’s Cheikhou Kouyate and
Watford’s Ismaila Sarr have posted on
social media in apparent support of their
Senegal team-mate’s stance.
Kouyate posted a picture of himself

alongside Gueye on Instagram, with
a caption calling Gueye “a real man”.
Watford winger Sarr posted a picture of
him and Gueye accompanied by three heart
emojis and the caption “100%”.
In response to Sarr’s post, Watford
reiterated their commitment to equality
and diversity, adding “this includes the
willingness to offer further education and
support to any of its employees”.
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2020 silver medalist Kyle Chalmers,
51.67secs.
Qualification for this summer ’s
Commonwealth Games in Birmingham
was guaranteed for the top three to finish
under governing body Final’s ‘A’ qualifying
time.
At the World Championships, each
federation is permitted to enter two athletes
with the ‘A’ standard per event - but
Chalmers does not intend to compete.

Lulu Offers
Scholarship Worth
N17m To 23,
Footballers

BY JOEL AJAYI

Proprietor of Fosla Football Club and
former President of the Nigeria Football
Federation, NFF, Alhaji Sani Lulu
Abdullahi has awarded a total sum of
17-million-naira worth Scholarships to 23
football players to study at the prestigious
Fosla Academy in Karshi Abuja.
Announcing the scholarship in Abuja
in a press statement, the Secretary of
the Fosla Academy Board, Mr. Patrick
Ngwaogu said the 23 student players were
chosen after the annual Fosla Academy
Under13 scholarship held in Kogi State
and FCT.
Mr. Ngwaogu said the players are
expected to begin school at the Academy
starting from the Junior Secondary
School.
The breakdown of the list showed
that 11 players were selected from FCT
and Keffi while 12 are from Kogi State.
The comprehensive list of successful
candidates for 2022/2023 Fosla Academy
U13 Scholarship Scheme revealed that
there are also six girls on the list.

y To Hold Maiden U-18 Basketball Championships

Sports
ements
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commence with zonal elimination among the
36 States of the Federation and FCT between
May 27 - 30, 2022 after which winners and
first runners-up emerging from the zones
will proceed to Abuja for the finals coming
up between June 3 and 8, 2022.
The Ministry called on State Governments
to ensure active participation of students
and youth in the games so as to build talent
development which will go a long way in
curbing youth restiveness in the country.
It commends President Muhammadu
Buhari’s administration for its commitment

to the development of grassroots sports in
the country and assured that it will continue
to provide enabling environment for the full
implementation of government policies,
projects, and programs in line with the
policy thrust of the present administration
especially as it relates to youth and sports
development.
The Ministry in the coming weeks will
roll out programs on Grassroots Basketball
Development with a specific focus on
Organisation of Basketball Leagues , both
Male and Female, including sponsorship,

the Development of home-based coaches
with coaching clinics, with a scientific
approach to the Game of Basketball,
seminars, workshops, development of the
Referees in line with international standards,
encouragement of Basketball Academy in all
nooks and crannies of Nigeria, working with
retired Nigerian basketball stars and active
professionals, among others.
The government wishes to also restate
its commitment to the support and
encouragement of Community Basketball
Competitions in the country.
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Shugaban kasa Muhammadu Buhari (L) da Ministan Shari’a, Abubakar Malami (SAN) yayin taron majalisar zartarwa ta tarayya a fadar shugaban kasa da ke Abuja, jiya.

Shugabannin Matasan APC Sun Gayyatar ‘Yan Takarar
Shugaban Qasa Zuwa Wani Muhimmin Taron
BY MUYIWA OYINLOLA

Shugabancin Qasa, na Reshen
Matasan jam’iyyar APC, ya gayyaci
masu neman takarar shugaban qasa na
jam’iyyar zuwa wani muhimmin taro
domin tattauna shirinsu na matasa
idan aka zave su.
Mista Dayo Israel, Shugaban
Qungiyar Matasan Jam’iyyar APC,
ya bayar da wannan gayyata ne a wata
sanarwa mai taken: “Me ka yi mana’’,
ranar Laraba a Abuja.
Isra’ila ya ce taron da za a yi a
Abuja a ranakun 27 da 28 ga watan
Mayu, zai samar da wata kafa da masu
neman tsayawa takarar shugabancin
jam’iyyar za su raba abubuwan da
suke da shi ga matasan jam’iyyar.
Shugaban matasan ya ce lokaci ya yi
da ya kamata reshen ya yi amfani da
shi tare da fifita muradun matasa masu
ci gaba da kuma matasan Nijeriya baki
xaya.
Ya yi nuni da cewa nan da ‘yan
kwanaki wakilan jam’iyyar za su hallara
a Abuja domin gudanar da babban taro

na musamman da na shugaban qasa
domin zaven xan takarar shugaban
qasa na jam’iyyar. Ya ce yayin da wasu
‘yan takara suka zagaya qasar domin
yin jawabi ga wakilan jam’iyyar, ba a
samu wata alaqa da vangaren matasan
jam’iyyar ba.
“Aikin mu ne cewa a matsayinmu na
mafi girman tsarin jefa kuri’a, tare da
yawan jama’a da fa’ida, yana da kyau
mu zauna a kan teburi tare da duk
masu neman shugabancin jam’iyyar
APC, mu ji abin da suke da shi a gare
mu idan aka zabe mu. “Saboda haka,
ofishin shugaban matasan na kasa
zai kira taron ‘yan takarar Shugaban
Qasa na jam’iyyar APC a 2023 tare da
matasa masu son ci gaba.
“Ina amfani da wannan kafar
don gayyatar duk masu neman
shugabancin qasar nan da su ba
da kansu don wannan taron na
musamman. “Masu shiga za su iya
yin rajista don halarta a karon farko,
domin fara yin hidima a kan wannan
adireshin, https://youngprogressives.
ng/presidentialtownhall/ lokacin da

shafin intanet ke gudana,” “in ji shi.
Isra’ila ya naxa mambobin kwamitin
gudanarwar taron zauren fadar
shugaban qasa da suka haxa da; Sanusi
Ohiare (Co-Chair), Idris Aregbe (CoChair), Winifred Chukka – Sakatare,
da Oluwatoyin Fasanmi – Mataimakin
Sakatare da sauransu.
Ya ce kwamitin gudanarwar zai
samu goyon bayan wasu qananan
kwamitocin fasaha da za a bayyana
daga baya. Aqalla ‘yan takara 25 ne ke
neman tikitin takarar shugaban qasa na
jam’iyyar APC.
An sanya ranar 30 ga Mayu da 1 ga
Yuni za a gudanar da zaven fitar da
gwani na jam’iyyar.
‘Yan takarar shugaban qasa da suka
miqa fom xin tsayawa takarar sun haxa
da: Mataimakin Shugaban Qasa Yemi
Osinbajo da Asiwaju Bola Tinubu,
Tsohon Gwamnan Jihar Legas da ya yi
wa’adi biyu kuma xaya daga cikin jigajigan APC. Sauran sun haxa da Tsohon
Ministan Sufuri, Rotimi Amaechi,
Tsohon Ministan Raya Neja Delta,
Sanata Godswill Akpabio, da Tsohon

Ministan kimiyya, fasaha da qirqireqirqire, Dakta Ogbonnaya Onu.
Tsohon Gwamna Rochas Okorocha
na Imo da Tsohon Gwamna Ibikunle
Amosu na Osun, Fasto Tunde Bakare,
Gwamna Ben Ayade na Cross River
da kuma Gwamna Dave Umahi na
Ebonyi, suma sun miqa fom xinsu.
Shugaban Qungiyar Gwamnonin
Nijeriya, NGF, Gwamna Kayode
Fayemi na Ekiti, Tsohon Shugaban
Majalisar Dattawa, Sanata Ken
Nnamani da Gwamna Yahaya Bello
na Kogi suma sun miqa fom xin.
Gwamna Mohammed Abubakar na
Jigawa da Tsohon Gwamnan Zamfara
Sanata Ahmed Yerima, suma sun nuna
sha’awarsu ta neman takarar ta hanyar
miqa fom xinsu.
Haka kuma a cikin jerin sunayen
‘yan takarar Shugaban Qasa da
suka kammala tare da mayar da fom
xinsu akwai Fasto Nicholas Nwagbo,
Tsohon Kakakin Majalisar Wakilai,
Dimeji Bankole, da Shugaban
Majalisar Dattawa, Dakta Ahmed
Lawan.

Qungiyar Haxa Kai Ta Qarfafi Mazauna Kaduna 1,500 Kan Kiwon Kaji
Qungiyar Hadin Gwiwar Injiniyoyin
Noma ta Qasa NAMCON, ta ce ta bai
wa mazauna qananan hukumomi 23
na Jihar Kaduna 1,500 aikin kiwon
kaji.
Shugaban qungiyar na qasa, Aliyu
Waziri ne ya bayyana hakan a wata
sanarwa da ya fitar a Abuja ranar

Laraba.
Waziri ya ce mafi akasarin mutanen
da aka ba wa abubuwan mata ne,
don haka qarfafawar na daga cikin
ajandar gwamnati mai ci a qarqashin
jagorancin Shugaba Muhammadu
Buhari, na fitar da ‘yan Nijeriya
miliyan 100 daga qangin talauci.

A cewarsa, da manufar gwamnati
mai ci, qungiyar haxin gwiwar ta
yi amfani da wannan damar wajen
bayar da gudunmawar kasonta wajen
rage zaman kashe wando a tsakanin
matasan Nijeriya, musamman mata.
Ya ce an zana dukkan waxanda
suka ci gajiyar shirin a faxin qananan

hukumomin Kaduna 23, inda ya ce
shirin an yi shi ne da nufin qarfafawa
mata miliyan 15 aikin kiwon kaji.
Ya ce an kuma tsara shi ne domin
taimakawa gwamnati wajen samar
da ayyukan yi, rage raxaxin talauci
da kuma daqile matsalar qarancin
abinci a qasar.

Matata Da ‘Ya’yana Suna Yawan Dukana –Wani Mutum
Wani ma’aikacin banki mai shekaru
62, Mista Kazeem Ogidan a ranar
Laraba ya nemi a raba aurensa da
matarsa Risikat mai shekaru 36 a
wata kotun gargajiya da ke Ikorodu
a Legas. A qarar da ya shigar, Ogidan,
ya zargi matarsa da yi masa duka.
Ogidan, wanda ke zaune a unguwar

Lowcost Estate a Ikorodu, ya roqi
kotu da ta sake shi.
“Matata ta yi min duka, kuma ta
sa ‘ya’yanmu huxu su yi min duka.
Xana na fari ya yi barazanar kashe
ni. ‘Yarmu ta uku itama ta yi min
barazanar dava min wuqa. Kullum
suna haxa baki a kaina,” in ji shi. Sai

dai kuma Risikat mai shekaru 58 ‘yar
kasuwa ta musanta wannan iqirarin
inda ta zargi mijinta da rashin faranta
mata rai.
“Mijina kullum yana faxa da ni. Ba
ni da hutu.
“’Ya’yana sun girma suna kallon
mahaifinsu yana dukana. Suna

qoqarin kare ni. “Ba su tava dukan
sa ba,” in ji ta. Mai Shari’a, Misis
Saadat Quadri, ta tambayi yaran biyu
da suka halarci kotun kan zargin da
mahaifinsu ya yi musu, sannan ta
xage sauraron qarar har sai ranar
26 ga watan Mayu domin yanke
hukunci.

HOTO: NAN

A Sanya Yaren
Kurame A Manhajar
Makarantu– Shawara
Ga Gwamnatin
Anambra
Qungiyar Kurame ta Nijeriya,
NNAD, ta buqaci gwamnatin
Anambra da ta qara yaren kurame a
cikin manhajar karatu na makarantun
firamare da sakandare duba da yadda
tsarin ilimi ya zama ruwan dare ga
kurame. Mista Amobi Nwagwu,
Shugaban Qungiyar NNAD na
Anambra, ya bayyana haka a lokacin
da yake jawabi a Awka.
Ya kuma ce hakan zai taimaka wa
xalibai kurame da masu taurin kai
wajen iya mu’amala da iyayensu da
malamansu da takwarorinsu ba tare
da wata matsala ba. Nwagwu ya ce
da yawa daga cikin kurame da masu
taurin kai sun daina zuwa makaranta
saboda sun ji sun riya kamar an keve
su ne.
Ya ce ci gaban da aka samu yana
rage kurame da ke son samun ilimin
Boko, amma ana samun qaruwa da
ci gaba da talauci a tsakanin kurame a
jihar. “Muna ba da shawarar shigar da
yaren kurame a cikin manhajar karatu
na makarantu saboda xaliban da suke
kurame ko kuma suke fafutukar yin
magana suna a keve saboda ba za su
iya sadarwa da takwarorinsu ba.
“Ina ganin koyar da yaren kurame
a makarantu zai taimaka wa kurame
su ji cewa sun ware kansu. Ba za su ga
sun bambanta da kowa ba. “Kurame
na iya yin duk wani abu da mutanen
ke yi bisa al’ada, sai dai ji ne kawai da
ba sa yi. Za su iya yin fice a kowane
mataki na ilimi da aikin yi idan aka
samar musu da ilimin da zai magance
matsalolinsu,” in ji shi.
Nwagwu ya kuma buqaci
gwamnatin jihar da ta bai wa
malaman makarantu horon da suka
dace kan yaren kurame domin samun
damar sadarwa da koyar da kurame
a makarantu. Ya ce koyar da yaren
kurame kuma zai kasance da amfani
ga xalibai da sauran waxanda ba
kurma ba.
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Jagorar Al’umma
Ta Buqaci Masu
Shirya BBNaija
Su Riqa Koyar Da
Kyawawan Xabi’u

Shugabar mata ta al’umma, Misis
Ngozi Agu ta yi kira ga masu shirya
shirin Big Brother Naija, (BBNaija)
TV da su kasance masu tawali’u a
lokacin gabatar da shirye-shiryensa
na 7. Agu, TsohUwar Shugaba ce ga
Qungiyar Aboatulu Women meeting
ne, a unguwar Enugwu-Ukwu, Qaramar
Hukumar Njikoka a Anambra.
Agu, wanda ta yi wannan kiran a
ranar Laraba a Awka, ta ce BBNaija na
xaya daga cikin manyan shirye-shiryen
talabijin na zahiri a Afirka, wanda
matasa da manya ke kallo har zuciya,
don haka ya kamata a nuna wasu ayyuka
da za su nuna kyawawan xabi’u ga
al’umma masu kallo.
Ta ce ya kamata masu shirya taro kan
su qara azama bisa nusar da kyawawan
halaye, inganta halaye, soyayya ga kowa
a matsayin qasa, haxin kai a ci gaban
al’umma, haxin kai da ci gaban kowa,
ba tare da la’akari da shiyyoyin siyasa
ba. Agu ya yi kira ga masu shirya gasar
da kada su shiga cikin nunin da za su
aika da saqonnin da ba daidai ba da
kuma qarfafa matsalolin zamantakewa
a zuqatan mutane masu tasowa, akwai
buqatar sanya ladabi a cikin gabatar da
shirin.
Ta yi Allah-wadai da batun nuna
inganta jima’i a tsakanin ma’aurata, sai
dai ta ce ya kamata su nuna kyawawan
halaye da za su gina al’umma cikin
qoshin lafiya. Agu ta yaba wa qungiyar
bisa ra’ayin samar da arziki ga matasan
mahalarta taron ta hanyar shigar da su
cikin shirin talabijin na gaskiya, sannan
ta buqaci da a ci gaba da gudanar da
wasan yadda ya kamata.
Masu shiri a gidan talabijin na
BBNaija xaya daga cikin manyan shiryeshiryen talabijin na zahiri a Afirka da aka
shirya a Nijeriya sun buxe aikace-aikace
na kakar karatu ta 7. Gidan talabijin na
gaskiya, ya samar da masu nasara kamar
Mercy Eke, kakar huxu, Laycon, kakar
biyar da Whitemoney, kaka ta shida.
NAN ta ruwaito cewa sanarwar taron
karo na 7 na qunshe ne a shafin BBNaija
na Instagram a ranar 15 ga watan Mayu
kuma ta buqaci masu takara da su ziyarci
shafin intanet xinsu don neman yadda
lamarin yake.
Idan za a iya tunawa cewa gidan
BBNaija an fara shi ne a Afirka ta Kudu
inda ake gudanar da yanayi na xaya da
na biyu na zahiri. An qaddamar da kakar
wasa ta xaya (1) na nunin a ranar 5 ga
Maris, 2006 tare da abokan gida 14 kuma
ya qare a ranar 4 ga Yuni, 2006,
Katung Aduwak da Olisa Adibua da
‘yar wasan kwaikwayo, Michelle Dede
ne suka lashe bugu na farko na wasan
kwaikwayo na zahiri, ya shirya bugu na
farko. Wanda ake zargin ya furta cewa ya
kashe shi. Wani mutum da ake tuhuma
da laifin ta’addanci a birnin Norway da
baka, kibiya da wuqa a shekarar 2021, ya
amsa laifin kashe mutane biyar.
A cewar Kamfanin Dillancin Labarai
na NTB, duk da cewa an mayar da
hankali sosai kan baka da kibiya a
lokacin da lamarin ya faru a watan
Oktoba, duk waxanda suka mutu sun
mutu ne sakamakon raunukan wuqa
da suka samu. Hukumar ta ce an kashe
akasarinsu ne a gidajensu.
Wasu mutum uku sun samu raunuka,
kuma ana zarginsa da jefa wuqa kan ‘yan
sanda uku. Hukumar ta ce, a lokacin da
aka fara shari’ar mutumin ya tabbatar
da laifin da ya aikata da muradin sake
haihuwa. “Ina da ra’ayin cewa dole ne
in kisa domin in sake haifuwa a wuri mai
kyau,” in ji Kamfanin Dillancin Labarai
na wanda ake zargin.

Bayyana Kadarori: Wajibi ne Masu Riqe Ofisoshin
Al’umma Su Bi Doka, Ba Zavi Ba - CCB
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Shugaban Hukumar ‘Code of Conduct
Bureau’, CCB, Farfesa Mohammed
Isah, ya ce bin qa’idar bayyana
kadarorin da kuma qa’idojin aiki ga
jami’an gwamnati wajibi ne ba na
tilas ba. Ya bayyana hakan ne a wani
taron bita na kwanaki biyu da aka
shirya wa ma’aikatan Hukumar Kula
da Albarkatun Ruwa ta Nijeriya,
NIWRMC, ranar Laraba a Abuja.
Taron bitar yana kan bin bin
qa’idojin kadarori da qa’idojin aiki
ga jami’an gwamnati. Isah, wanda
ya samu wakilcin Mista Zephaniah
Bulus, Darakta a sashen ilimi da bayar

da shawarwari a ofishin, ya ce yana da
kyau jami’an gwamnati su kiyaye da
kyawawan xabi’u yayin da suke gudanar
da ayyukansu.
“Dalilin wannan taron bitar shi ne
don a faxakar da jami’an gwamnati
game da ayyukansu da kuma nuna
musu jagora mai amfani kan yadda za
su cike fom xin bayyana kadarorinsu.
“Muna xaukar su a kan xa’a da
kuma gurfanar da su kuma yana da
muhimmanci jami’an gwamnati su bi
qa’idoji da dokokin qasa.
“Sharuxan, waxanda ke cikin
qa’idodin xabi’a suna taimakawa wajen
daidaita ayyukan jami’an gwamnati,
tun daga shugaban qasa zuwa mafi

qandanta ma’aikacin gwamnati. “Akwai
abubuwa da yawa da jami’an gwamnati
suka xauka ba tare da sanin cewa suna
karya doka ba.
“Don haka muna amfani da wannan
hanyar don ilimantar da su kan abin da
ake sa ran su,” in ji shi. A nasa vangaren,
Mista Umar Magashi, Babban Darakta
na NIWRMC, ya buqaci mahalarta
taron da su bi qa’idojin da’a na jami’an
gwamnati domin kada su fuskanci illar
karya doka.
A cewarsa, an lura da cewa yawancin
jami’an gwamnati ba sa bin dokar da
ta tanada. Sai dai ya buqace su da su
tabbatar sun bayyana kadarorinsu idan
ya cancanta.

Darakta Janar na NYSC mai barin gado, Maj.-Gen. Shuaibu Ibrahim (R), yana mika ma’aikatan ofishin ga magajinsa,
Brig.-Gen. Mohammed Fadah a Abuja, jiya. HOTO: NAN

Tsofaffin Xaliban UniAbuja A Amurka Sun Tattara
Tallafi Ga ‘Alma Mater’
Qungiyar Tsofaffin Xaliban Jami’ar
Abuja, dake Amurka (USA Inc), ta
haxa gwiwa da wata gidauniya mai
zaman kanta mazauniyar Amurka,
‘King Baudouin Foundation,’ domin
xaukar nauyin tallafa wa qungiyar ta
Alma Mater.
Shugabannin qungiyar sun gana da
jami’an gidauniyar a birnin New York
inda suka tattauna batutuwan da suka
shafi tallafawa. Shi ma mataimakin
shugaban jami’ar Abuja Farfesa
Abdul-Rasheed Na’Allah ya halarci
taron.
Shugabar qungiyar kuma wacce ta

kafa qungiyar, Misis Ekeleoma Chuku,
ta ce dalilin kafa qungiyar a Amurka
shi ne don zaburar da bayar da tallafi
da kuma mayar da Alma Mater xin ta.
Chuku ta ce tsofaffin xaliban sun
tattauna hanyoyin samar da ababen
more rayuwa da kuma tallafa wa
yanayin koyo na jami’ar.
“Muna farin cikin yin haxin gwiwa
da gidauniyar King Baudouin domin
samar da mafita kan duk waxannan
buqatu da kuma xinke varakar, don
haka muna son gidauniyar ta tallafa wa
Alma Mater da kyawawan manufofin
mataimakin shugaba na qasa Farfesa

Na’Allah,’’ a cewarta.
A nasa jawabin, Na’Allah ya gode
wa qungiyar da takwararta bisa yadda
suka nuna goyon baya ga jami’ar.
“Muna qoqarin xaukaka darajar
Jami’ar Abuja zuwa jami’a mai daraja
ta duniya, ba za a iya yin hakan ba sai
an qarfafa ilimi, ababen more rayuwa
da qarfafa rayuwar xaliban.
“A matsayinta na jami’ar gwamnati,
Gwamnatin Tarayya ba za ta iya ba
ta kuxi ita kaxai ba. Muna buqatar
mu tattara kuxaxe kuma babu wasu
mutanen da za su zo wurin kamar
tsofaffin xaliban,” in ji shi.

‘Yansanda A Anambra Sun Cafke Masu Garkuwa Bayan
Wanda Suka Sace Ya Kuvuta
‘Yan sanda a Anambra sun ce a ranar
Laraba a Awka, sun cafke wasu mutum
biyu da ake zargin masu garkuwa
da mutane ne, masu shekaru 30 da
shekaru 40 xin an kama su bisa laifin
yin garkuwa da wani Ijideofor Attama.
Waxanda ake zargin ‘yan qungiyar
mutane biyar ne xauke da makamai da
ke aiki a cikin wata mota qirar Toyota
Sienna, sun yi garkuwa da Attama mai
shekaru 32, xan qabilar Igbo-Etiti a
Jihar Enugu, daga motarsa qirar Toyota
Rav 4 jeep da ke kan titin Nnewi a ranar
14 ga watan Mayu.
Attama ya tsere daga hannun
masu garkuwa da mutane ne a ranar
17 ga watan Mayu. DSP Tochukwu
Ikenga, kakakin rundunar ‘yan sanda
a Anambra, ya bayyana cewa maharan
sun buqaci a biya su kuxin fansa Naira

miliyan 10 daga dangin wanda aka sace
kafin ya tsere.
Ya bayyana cewa tuni ‘yan sandan
suka qwato qaramar motar Toyota
Sienna mai launin ruwan qasa da ‘yan
qungiyar ke amfani da ita. Ikenga ya
kuma bayyana cewa, a ranar 16 ga
watan Mayu, ‘yan sandan sun amsa
kiran da aka yi musu na nuna damuwa
game da harin da aka kai ofishin
qungiyar ‘yan banga da ke unguwar
Ifite a Awka, tare da qwato motoci
guda uku, da bindiga samfurin famfo
da wasu harsasai masu rai.
“Mambobin qungiyar ‘yan banga ne
suka yi artabu da ‘yan bindigar a titin
Ifite, Awka. “A qoqarin tserewa, ‘yan
bindigar sun yi watsi da motocinsu
guda uku, Lexus Jeep mai ruwan qasa
xaya, mota qirar Toyota Corolla baqa

da kuma wata mota qirar Mercedes
Benz mai launin ruwan qasa mai lamba
AA 274 EYF.
“Abin takaici, yayin fafatawa
da jami’an tsaro huxu suka samu
munanan raunuka,” in ji shi. Ikenga ya
qara da cewa ‘yan sandan sun qwato
bindiga mai sarrafa kanta guda xaya,
harsashi na AK-47 guda 30, harsashi
masu rai guda shida da kuma harsashin
bindigar Sub-Machine.
Ya naqalto kwamishinan ‘yan sanda
a Anambra, Mista Echeng Echeng,
yana mai jaddada jajircewar rundunar
yaqi da miyagun laifuka a jihar. Echeng
ya yi kira da a ci gaba da ba da tallafi,
musamman tare da bayar da bayanai
kan lokaci ga ‘yan sanda da sauran
jami’an tsaro kan yaqi da miyagun
laifuka a jihar, in ji Ikenga.
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Nijeriya Za Ta
Gyaru Idan ‘Yan
Qasa Suka Zavi
Shugabanni Nagari
– Ohuabunwa
Dan takarar shugaban qasa a
qarqashin jam’iyyar PDP, Mazi
Sam Ohuabunwa ya ce Nijeriya za
ta gyaru da zarar jama’a sun zavi
shugabanni nagari da za su riqa kula
da al’amuran qasar. Mai fatan zama
shugaban qasar ya bayyana haka ne
a cikin wata sanarwa da qungiyar
yaqin neman zaven Ohuabunwa ta
fitar ranar Laraba a Abakaliki.
A cewar sanarwar, xan takarar
shugaban qasa ya yi magana a
Enugu ranar Talata yayin da ake
ba shi lambar yabo ta iVote.ng’s
‘Ambassador of recognition’.
Ohuabunwa ya bayyana cewa qasar
na da qarin damar sake zama babba
a tsakanin qungiyoyin qasashen da
ke kira ga ‘yan Nijeriya da su yanke
shawara mai kyau wajen zaven
shugabanni masu nan gaba a 2023.
“Nijeriya za ta zama kasa mai
inganci a lokacin da ‘yan qasar suka
zavi shugabanni nagari.
Ohuabunwa ya ce “Ranar da
muka fara jajircewa wajen gaya wa
shugabanninmu cewa ba sa aiki da
kyau da faxin gaskiya ga mulki, qasar
nan za ta fi kyau,” in ji Ohuabunwa.
Ya yaba wa waxanda suka shirya
wannan karramawar tare da lura da
cewa karramawar wani nau’i na kira
don qasar ta mai haqqi. “Ina godiya
ga iVote.ng don kyautar.
Ina so in taya ku da duk waxanda
suka halarci Enugu don shaida
wannan karramawar murna.
“Wannan yana kira gare mu ga
mu zama ‘yan qasa masu sanin
haqqin kansu da kuma abin da ya
qunsa. “Ban san za a ba ni kyauta a
Enugu ba kwata-kwata. “Na je can
ne domin tattaunawa da wakilai da
masu faxa a ji a zaven fidda gwani na
jam’iyyar PDP mai zuwa domin mu
goyi bayan yunqurinmu na ofishin
shugaban Nijeriya.
“Mun yi farin ciki da cewa
wannan lambar yabo ta zo tare da
wannan tsarin tuntuva a Enugu;
mutane kan yi tafiya zuwa wurare
masu nisa don karvar kyaututtuka,
ba tare da sanin darajarsu ba.
“Amma ni na je Enugu kuma
lambar yabo ta zo har inda nake ta
same ni.
“A gare ni, kyautar tana da kyau,
saboda tana magana ne game da
alhakin jama’a; tana magana ne kan
yadda za mu zaburar da mutanenmu
su yi zave. Ya qara da cewa “Yana
magana ne game da yadda za mu
sanya ido kan quri’unmu da kuma
tabbatar da cewa akwai gaskiya a
tsarin dimokuradiyya musamman
yayin da muke kan hanyar zuwa
2023,” in ji shi.
Tun da farko, qungiyar ta ce
Ohuabunwa ya samu karvuwa ne
ta hanyar aikace- -aikacen zave
da kuma wayar da kan masu kaxa
quri’a a intanet saboda bajintar
da ya yi a fannin kiwon lafiyar
al’umma, ayyukan jin qai da kuma
ci gaba da jajircewa wajen samar da
ingantacciyar Nijeriya.
Sanarwar ta yi nuni da cewa
Mista Onyebuchi Mbah, shugaban
iVote.ng ya bayyana qungiyar a
matsayin wata qungiya mai zaman
kanta, wacce ke shirin kawo sauyi a
siyasar Nijeriya. Sanarwar ta ruwaito
Onyebuchi yana cewa: “Mu a ivote.
ng, mu qungiya ce mai zaman kanta;
muna ci gaba da ilmantar da masu
jefa quri’a, yaxa labarai da kuma
tattara masu zave na Nijeriya.
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Nigeria’s Output Drops, As Crude Oil Trades At $112.50
BY OSCAR CHUKWUGEKWU

The Organisation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, OPEC, in its May 2022 Monthly
Oil Market Report, MOMR, has put Nigeria’s
oil production output at 1.32 million barrels
per day, bpd, for April 2022.
April production output represents a

three-month low when compared to the 1.34
million bpd recorded in March and 1.37 in
February.
The data also indicates that Nigeria again
produced 400,000 less than the 1.7 million
OPEC quota which is worth N17.4bn (N418.3
million) daily as the average price for oil
traded at $104.58 per barrel.

Despite the low output, Nigeria still
remains the highest producer in Africa, ahead
of second place Angola which produced 1.16
million, while Equatorial Guinea is the least
with 94,000 bpd.
OPEC expects Nigeria to produce 1.773
million bpd in June 2022, as part of measures
targeted at achieving market stability amid

NCDMB Seeks Strategy To Deepen Local Content In Oil Industry
The Nigerian Content Development and
Monitoring Board, NCDMB, has observed that,
despite huge investments in Nigeria’s oil and gas
industry, the Midstream and Downstream sectors
still lack a coherent strategy to maximise the local
content potentials of these massive investments.
On strength of this the Board has concluded
plans to host the maiden edition of the Nigerian
Content Midstream/Downstream Oil & Gas
Stakeholders Summit, with the theme, ‘Maximising
Potentials in the Midstream and Downstream Oil
and Gas Sector – A Local Content Perspective’.
The Summit will be held on May 23 and 24, 2022
at the Lagos Continental Hotel, Victoria Island,
Lagos State, and will also be hosted on Zoom
to increase the opportunity of participation of
industry stakeholders.
Announcing the workshop on Wednesday, the
Executive Secretary, NCDMB, Engr. Simbi Kesiye
Wabote, explained that the Nigerian oil and gas
industry had witnessed major projects in the
Midstream and Downstream sectors of the oil and
gas industry in the last six years.
He hinted that the workshop would seek
to articulate an agenda for actualizing the full

potentials of massive investments that have poured
into the Midstream and Downstream sector of
the Nigerian Oil and Gas industry, with a view to
maximizing the expected benefits to the national
economy.
He listed some of the projects to include the
NLNG Train 7 Project, the AKK Gas pipeline, the

Dangote 650,000 barrels per day refinery, amongst
others. He added that the NCDMB has also made
huge investments in modular refineries, LPG
Storage and Bottling Plants and Depots, amongst
other interventions.
He stated that the event would be attended by
the Minister of State for Petroleum Resources,

Seplat Posts $177m Pre-tax Profit For 2021
Seplat Energy Plc has recorded a pre-tax profit of
$177 million for the year ended December 2021.
The amount is 321 per cent higher than the $80
million recorded by the company, which is listed
on the Nigerian Exchange and the London Stock
Exchange, LSE, in 2020.
Mr. Roger Brown, Chief Executive Officer,
Seplat Energy Plc, made the announcement while
speaking with newsmen after the 9th Annual
General Meeting of the company yesterday in
Lagos State.
Brown said Seplat’s revenue increased by 38 per
cent to $733 million in 2021 when compared with
$531 million in the 2020 financial year.
He said the company made $618.4 million from

oil sales while $114.8 million revenue was made
from gas in 2021.
According to him, oil revenues went up at a
higher price of $70.54 per barrel in 2021 compared
to the $39.95 per barrel it was sold in 2020 as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Brown said the board also agreed on the
payment of dividends at 10 cents per share for its
shareholders, which would be paid quarterly.
“So, the company has bounced back from 2020.
It is on a strong footing going forward and the
circumstances show that we are having a better
result going into 2022,” he said.
Brown also noted that the ongoing conflict
between Russia and Ukraine had provided Nigeria

the Russia and Ukraine war.
Meanwhile, Brent crude, the international
benchmark price for Nigeria’s oil, fell by 1.57
per cent or $1.79 on Tuesday to close at
$112.50 per barrel.
Meanwhile, the US West Texas
Intermediate, WTI, crude dropped 0.7 per
cent or 80 cents to $113.40 per barrel.

Chief Timipre Sylva and the Group Managing
Director of the Nigerian National Petroleum
Company, Mallam Mele Kyari. Other personalities
expected include the Chairman, Dangote Group,
Alhaji Aliko Dangote, Executive Chairman AA
Holdings, Austin Avuru, Chairman, BUA Group,
Alhaji Abdulsamad Rabiu among others.

with a unique opportunity to take its gas into the
European market.
He, however, said Seplat remained committed
to meeting the domestic gas needs of the country
in order to reduce lack of access to energy, which
was critical to development.
Also, Dr. ABC Orjiako, outgoing Board
Chairman, Seplat Energy Plc, said the company
would continue to make massive investments to
grow its oil and gas production and reserves.
Orjiako said Seplat had paid over $2 billion in
taxes and royalties to the Federal Government and
had also paid about $12 billion to its production
partners, including the Nigerian National
Petroleum Company, NNPC, Ltd.
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World Bank To
Address Global
Food Crisis With
$30bn

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The World Bank, yesterday
in a statement, said
that it will make $30
billion
available
for
implementation to address
food insecurity over the
next 15 months.
The total will include:
$12 billion funding for new
projects and $18.7 billion in
existing projects with direct
links to food and nutrition
security issues that have
been approved but have not
yet been disbursed.
“The World Bank is
working with countries
on the preparation of $12
billion of new projects
for the next 15 months
to respond to the food
security crisis.
“These projects are
expected to support
agriculture,
social
protection to cushion
the effects of higher food
prices, and water and
irrigation projects, with the
majority of resources going
to Africa and the Middle
East, Eastern Europe and
Central Asia, and South
Asia.
“In addition, the World
Bank’s existing portfolio
includes
undisbursed
balances of $18.7 billion in
projects with direct links to
food and nutrition security
issues, covering agriculture
and natural resources,
nutrition, social protection,
and other sectors.
“Altogether,
this
would amount to over
$30 billion available for
implementation to address
food insecurity over the
next 15 months. This
response will draw on the
full range of Bank financing
instruments
and
be
complemented by analytical
work,” the statement read.
Speaking
on
the
development,
David
Malpass, World Bank
president, said food price
increases
are
having
devastating effects on
the poorest and most
vulnerable.
“To inform and stabilise
markets, it is critical
that countries make
clear statements now of
future output increases
in response to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.
Countries should make
concerted
efforts
to
increase the supply of
energy and fertilizer, help
farmers increase plantings
and crop yields, and remove
policies that block exports
and imports, divert food
to biofuel, or encourage
unnecessary
storage,”
Malpass said.

N80bn Fraud: Finance Minister Suspends
AGF, Postpones FAAC Meeting
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The Minister of Finance,
Budget and National Planning,
Mrs. Zainab Ahmed, yesterday,
suspended indefinitely the
embattled Accountant General
of the Federation, AGF, Ahmed
Idris.
This was even as the
monthly Federation Account
Allocation Committee, FAAC,
meeting for May 2022 was
postponed by the Federal
Government.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that the FAAC meeting is a

monthly meeting, where the
federation allocates monthly
revenue among the three tiers
of government.
The meeting had earlier
been scheduled to hold
virtually between May 18 and
19, 2022.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that the Economic and
Financial Crime Commission,
EFCC, had already arrested
Idris over an alleged N80
billion fraud on Monday.
The suspension of Idris,
which is to take effect from
yesterday (May 18, 2022),

is to allow for proper and
unhindered investigation into
the serious allegations against
him, in line with Public Service
rules.
This disclosure is contained
in a tweet by the Special
Assistant to the President on
Digital and New Media, Tolu
Ogunlesi, on his official Twitter
account on May 18.
“The Minister of Finance,
Budget and National Planning,
Zainab Shamsuna Ahmed, has
suspended the Accountant
General of the Federation, to
allow for proper and unhindered

investigation into the serious
allegations against him, in
line with Public Service rules.
Suspension takes effect May 18,
2022,” Ogunlesi tweeted.
Later on, the Ministry, in a
letter signed by the Director of
Home Finance, Stephen Okon,
confirmed the development.
The ministry said that the
meeting was postponed due to
“certain circumstances”.
“I am directed to inform you
that the Federation Account/
Allocation Committee, FAAC,
meetings earlier scheduled
to hold/virtually on the 18th

and 19th May 2022 have been
postponed due to/certain
circumstances.
“In view of the foregoing, I
am to further inform you that
the new date for the meetings
will be forwarded to you in due
course. While we regret the
inconveniences this change
might cause you, please accept
the assurances of the Honorable
Minister’s warm regards,”
circular read.
The suspension, Ahmed said,
is without pay, and is to allow
for proper and enhanced.

Ministry Of Works Gets N169.7bn To Reconstruct 4 Roads
BY OSCAR CHUKWUGEKWU

The Federal Executive Council,
FEC, yesterday, approved
N169.7 billion for the
reconstruction of four roads
under the tax credit scheme.
Minister of Works and
Housing, Babatunde Fashola,
made the announcement
when he briefed State
House correspondents on
the outcome of the Council
meeting presided over by
President Muhammadu Buhari,
at the Presidential Villa, Abuja.
He said that the approval
was in response to the tax
credit scheme, initiated in
2019 by Buhari after signing
Executive Order 7, to allow
private sector finance public
infrastructure in lieu of tax and
then to offset it over time using
tax credits.
“The two main memoranda
relate to the uptake by the
private sector in response to
the tax credit programme,
which we initiated in 2019,
by Mr. President signing of

Executive Order 7 to allow
private sector finance public
infrastructure in lieu of tax and
then to offset it over time, using
tax credits.
“So, the first road that was
awarded today on that policy
initiative is the road from Bali
to Sheti through Gashaka to
Gembu in Taraba state – 234
kilometers, reconstruction of

the road at a cost of N95.232
billion
“The existing road, for those
who are familiar with it, has no
concrete stone base.
“So, it’s just laterite on the
asphalt so it doesn’t last and
it’s breaking up and leading to
potholes. So, we have awarded
this now for reconstruction
under the tax credit scheme;

there’s a N20 billion provision
under the NNPC tax credit
scheme that will be used to kickstart this immediately.
“So, this is a road that should
not suffer from sustained
funding challenges. Now that
council has approved it, and it’s
very critical road leading to the
Mambilla Plateau,” he said.
According to the Minister, the

road also provides access to the
Gashaka Game Reserve and also
supports access to many farm
lands.
Fashola also disclosed that
the council gave approval to
a private firm, Mainstream
Energy Solutions, to invest
over N74 billion in the
reconstruction of three roads
in Kebbi and Niger states.

NGX All-share Index Records Marginal Loss
The nation’s bourse on
Wednesday
declined
marginally by 0.07 per cent
to close at 52,721.34 points
due to profit taking, making
it the third consecutive time
in a week.
Specifically, the All-Share
Index decreased by 34.28
points or 0.07 per cent to close
at 52,721.34 against 52, 756.62
reported on Tuesday.
Accordingly, Year-to-Date
gain stood at 23.42 per cent.
Also,
the
market
capitalisation shed N19 billion
or 0.07 per cent to close at

N28.423 trillion from N28.442
trillion recorded the previous
day.
The
downtrend
was
impacted by losses recorded in
large and medium capitalised
stocks, amongst which were;
First Bank of Nigeria Holdings,
FBNH, Zenith Bank Transcorp
and Julius Berger.
Market breadth closed
negative with 21 gainers
compared with 23 losers.
McNichols topped the
gainers’ chart in percentage
terms with 9.94 per cent to
close at N1.77 per share.

Transcorp Hotel followed
with 9.84 per cent to close at
N5.36 while Champion rose by
3.96 per cent to close at N7.03
per share.
ChiPlc rose by 0.65 per
cent to close at N6.56, while
Multiverse Mining and
Exploration appreciated by
0.22 per cent to close at N45.76
per share.
Conversely,
Academy
Press led the losers’ chart in
percentage terms by 9.93 per
cent to close at N1.36 per share.
Julius Berger dropped by
8.86 per cent to close at N7.20.

Neimeth and May Beker
followed with a loss of 8.57 per
cent and 8.51 per cent each
to close at N1.60 and N4.30
respectively.
Also, Wema Bank declined by
7.61 per cent to close at N3.28
per share.
However, the total volume of
shares traded declined by 53.77
per cent to 611.97 million
shares valued N7.43 billion
exchanged in 5, 948 deals.
This was in contrast with
a total of 1.32 million shares
worth N7.72 billion achieved
in 6,449 deals on Tuesday.
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$25bn FDI: Group Calls For
Adequate Protection Of Zones

NITDA Raises
Alarm Over
Increased Global
Cyberattacks

BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

A group, under the auspices of
the Nigeria Economic Zones
Association, NEZA, has urged
members of the National
Assembly and the Federal
Government to take adequate
action in protecting the over
$25 billion Foreign Direct
Investments, FDIs, attracted to
the country through the Special
Economic Zones scheme.
NEZA, an umbrella body of
the Free Trade Zones, FTZs,
operators and enterprises in
zones, made the call through its
Executive-Secretary, Chief Toyin
Elegbede, in Abuja.
Elegbede made the call
while reacting to the incessant
invitation of private zones
owners and their enterprises
by committees of the National
Assembly for questioning.
“The association is worried
of
frequent
infractions
committed by the National
Assembly committees aimed
at undermining the laws that
established both the Nigeria
Export Processing Zones
Authority, NEPZA, and the Oil &
Gas Free Zone, OGFZA, without
recourse to their limitations as
enshrined in both Acts.
“While recognising the
oversight functions of our
lawmakers, we kindly urge them
against breaching existing laws
capable of eroding gains already
recorded in attracting FDIs
into the country through these
zones,” the Executive-Secretary
said.

National
Information
Technology Development
Agency, NITDA, has
warned
that
there
are possible spillover
cyberattacks
against
non-primary targets as a
result of Russia’s invasion
on Ukraine.
Mrs. Hadiza Umar,
Head, Corporate Affairs
and External Relations
of NITDA, in a statement
issued in Abuja, said
the
invasion
had
increased Cyberattacks
on
businesses
and
government
organisations.
“There is a greater
danger for countries
doing business in or
with these countries’
governments, as well as
businesses or countries
that apply sanctions or
are believed to intervene.
“In this regard, NITDA’s
Computer Emergency
Readiness and Response
Team, CERRT, is urging all
Ministries, Departments,
and Agencies, MDAs,
to take extra security
precautions.
“They should harden
their cyber defences and
perform due diligence
in identifying indicators
of malicious activities
that could affect their
networks,
assets,
and critical national
infrastructure.
“MDAs are advised
to carry out checks for
possible vulnerabilities
on their systems and
implement appropriate
remediations,”
Umar
said.
She added that they
should always ensure that
the softwares are updated
and carry out regular
patches on all systems.
According to her,
they should secure and
monitor remote desktop
protocol, other risky
services and carry out
awareness on cyber
security best practices to
sensitise employees and
users of services.
Umar
called
on
organisations to sign
up for NITDA’s free
web protection service,
which will provide MDAs’
administrators
with
detailed
information
about the vulnerability
of their web services.
She urged the public
to make more enquiries
by contacting the Head,
NITDA-CERRT on cerrt@
nitda.gov.ng, or call
+2348178774580.

Elegbede further explained
that the leadership of the
national assembly and its
relevant committees should

abide by the tenets and the legal
framework that guided the free
trade zones concept, adding
that while NEPZA and OGFZA
were accountable to the National
Assembly, zones operators and
enterprises in the zones were
only accountable to the two
regulators.
“As much as no entity is above
the law, the practice and the law
are that companies operating in
the special economic zones exist
under special arrangement with
their activities regulated by the
regulator. It is not the intention
of the law for lawmakers to
bypass the regulator to summon
companies in the zones.
“Such action will amount to

a violation of the terms under
which the foreign investors
entered and invested several
billions of US dollars in the
Nigerian economy.
“The practice, according
to the law and according to
international best practice, is
for the lawmakers to interface
with the regulators to address
any issue within the zones,”
Elegbede stated.
While acknowledging the
powers of the national assembly
to investigate and expose
corruption, the Executive
Secretary stated that its
members regularly file annual
audited reports with NEPZA and
OGFZA, affirming that queries

on such reports were always
promptly handled.
According to him, there is
a difference between foreign
investment within the economic
zones and the ones outside of
the zones, noting that investors
within the zones operated under
a special law that conferred
certain privileges while the host
country enjoyed benefits of
employment creation, wealth
creation,
industrialisation,
backward integration, among
others.
The
Executive-Secretary,
however, said that a free zone
was not a place to press for
revenue generation, adding that
the country stood the chance of

reaping quantum benefits in the
long term if properly supported.
“Our members are law abiding
entities operating within the
laws and regulations of the
country. The benefits these
entities have contributed and are
still contributing to the national
economy remain unquantifiable.
“We
know,
President
Muhammadu Buhari is elated
with the ongoing developments
at Dangote Refinery, Lekki Deep
Sea Port, Eko Atlantic, Alaro
City, and the entire Lekki Free
Zone Quadrants in Lagos, as
he has at several fora described
them as national assets. These
are the tangible gains derivable
from the zones concept.

FG, UAE Firm To Boost Electricity Access With Renewables
BY ABAH ADAH, ABUJA

As part of an effort to boost
access to power for Nigerians,
the federal government is
partnering with SamPro Group,
a United Arab Emirates, UAE,
energy firm towards using
cutting edge technology to
provide renewable energy
sources to the people.
To this end, Minister of Power
Engr. Abubakar Aliyu, received
a SamPro Group delegation
from Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, UAE, yesterday, at
the headquarters of the Federal
Ministry Power in Abuja.
The visit was led by Dr. Kassim
Gidado in response to an earlier
discussion on renewable energy
during the visit of the Minister to
Dubai, according to a statement
from the Ministry.
Speaking during the meeting,
the Minister reiterated the
commitment of the federal
government to see that there

is effective power supply for
Nigerians.
He informed his guest that
the federal government through
its energy transition programme
is working towards boosting
access to electricity through
renewable energy using cutting
edge technology which is able

to store, convert energy into
electrical energy through natural
resources.
The Minister who noted that
the cutting edge technology
as presented by the group
fits into the mini grid policy
of the federal government,
said it would greatly boost

electricity access, appreciating
the technical transfer of
knowledge which Nigeria
would benefit when the
technology is fully deployed
across the country.
He
directed
further
consultations between the
ministry officials and SamPro

Group to determine the next
step of engagement.
Speaking earlier, the
leader of the team, Gidado,
appreciated the Minister of
Power for the opportunity to
visit his office and promised
to be committed in the
engagement with the Ministry.

ABP Loan: CBN To Clampdown On Defaulting Farmers
The Central Bank of Nigeria,
CBN, has appealed to farmers
who defaulted in paying back
the loans obtained under the
Anchor Borrowers’ Programme,
ABP, to pay back.
Mr. Sadeeq Ajayi, in the CBN
Development Finance Office,
made the appeal yesterday in
Ibadan at the Agribusiness
Innovation Clinic.
The clinic, entitled: ‘Fostering
Innovation and Collaboration
Across the Agricultural Value

Chain’, was organised by the
Global Alliance for Improved
Nutrition, GAIN.
ABP is an agricultural loan
scheme launched in 2015
by the Federal Government,
through CBN, to provide
loans (in kind and cash) to
small holder farmers to boost
agricultural production, create
jobs, reduce food import bill
toward conservation of foreign
reserves.
Ajayi said that the majority

of farmers in Oyo State, who
benefited from the scheme,
have not repaid their loans.
He said inability of the apex
bank to recover the loans from
the defaulting farmers had
threatened the scheme, adding
that it has prevented other
farmers from accessing the
facility.
“While
the
Anchor
Borrowers’ Programme has
recorded some level of success,
the failure of farmers to repay

the loans has, however, been a
major setback.
“Many of the farmers refused
to pay back their loans due to
the misconception that since
CBN is the lender, the loan is
a ‘national cake’ and they do
not have to pay back what they
consider theirs as citizens.
“This attitude has made it
difficult for other farmers, who
also want to access the loan, to
benefit from the scheme,” he
said.
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Housing: Getting Mortgage For Nigerians
Is Herculean – Stratech MD
Amb. Moses Kolawole Obiesesan is the Managing director/chief executive officer (MD/CEO), Stratech Properties Nigeria
Limited. In this interview with ABAH ADAH, he highlighted the factors that have made housing unaffordable to the poor
masses in Nigeria, and what should be done to reduce the trend, if not to completely reverse it. Excerpts…
There has been so much talk
about affordable housing for
Nigerians. Yet, the housing
gap appears to be widening
as most houses constructed
even by the Federal
Government and developers
appear not to be within the
reach of the average common
man. What do you think can
be done, especially in the
short term, to correct this
anomaly?
Basically, the housing issue
in Nigeria can’t be solved by the
government alone. It requires a
seamless collaboration between
the government and the private
sector. What that means is that
we have to work together. Leave
it to the government alone, it
won’t succeed, and leave for the
private sector alone, it won’t
succeed. Land usually takes
about 30 to 40 per cent of the
cost of building. Sometimes,
a lot more, and governors are
the custodians of the land. It
then means that if an average
developer wants to develop a
low cost house. The land must
be very cheap, if not almost free.
Once the house is expensive,
then you are just joking. That
house cannot be social housing,
or what people call affordable
housing. I think, first of all, we
have to differentiate between
what is social housing, and
what is affordable housing.
Social housing is the one
developed for the poor, and
it’s the responsibility of (the)
government to make that
happen. What that simply
means is that (the) government
gives me free land, knowing
that I am going to use very basic
materials, especially those that
are available in the country to
construct houses for the use
and for the good of Nigerians.
It’s a social responsibility that
should be taken seriously by
the government. Financing
being driven by the Federal
Government, land being
brought on board by the state
government, then expertise
being rendered by the
developers. Now, if the three
parties don’t play their roles, it
won’t happen. I (will) give you a
very simple scenario. You want
to construct houses for, maybe
civil servants, or artisans, who
earn around N50,000 (or)
less, then it means the land
has to come almost free to the
developer. That’s number one. If
it is expensive, somebody must
pay, and the only person to pay
are the subscribers, or the offtakers as some may love to call
them, or buyers. So, if a state
government, say in my state. I
want to produce houses in their
thousands for the low income
earners in the state. Such is

actually social housing – not
affordable housing – because
affordable housing is a relative
term. The federal and state
governments need to come
together with the private sector
to develop social housing. There
is a particular programme that
the Federal Government is trying
to do nationwide in collaboration
with REDAN, and they are
telling the states to make land
available in all the 774 local
government areas, LGAs, across
the country, something like that.
Such collaborations can work.
How? Let the state, working
with the local governments,
give the land out. Now, when
the lands are available, let the
Federal Government, through
the mortgage scheme, give
mortgages to Nigerians. And
let’s not pay lip service. I love
what I saw (about the) FMBN
recapilising from N5 billion
to N500 billion – fantastic!
That’s the kind of thing that
we should be seeing actually.
Recapitalisation like that, of a
major institution that has the
sole responsibility of giving
mortgages to Nigerians. Because
when their total figure was N5
billions, how many Nigerians
could they possibly give? Since
(the) inception of FMBN till
today, how many have they
been able to give? How much
do they even have to give? So,
you have millions of Nigerians
contributing, with only a very
few being able to access it. It
means the recapilisation of
FMBN (is) perfect. Let that take
place quickly. Recently, there
was a change in the leadership
of that institution, of which
we are hoping that the new
management will take it from
where the Dangiwa management
stopped. What we are saying is
that the Federal Government
(should) put their investments
where their mouth is. A lot of
Nigerians are living in slums.
There had been arguments back
and forth about the level of
housing deficit in the country
which I don’t want to be part
of. But the point is that there
is a huge deficit, if you want to
believe that there is, then go to
Mpape in Abuja. You would see
how people are living in slums
there. Millions of Nigerians
(live) in slums, in dehumanising
conditions. That Mpape you are
seeing is a time bomb, because
one day, somebody would wake
(up), and say (that) he wants to
clear that place. Where are you
going to push all these people
to? Go to Mabushi here. You
(will) see slum settlement;
to Garki, you (will) see (the)
same, and they said (that) they
are integrating. What are you
integrating? It’s your slums

for six months, they use the
concept of what we call crowd
funding. Then you’re eligible to
take an amount, according to
your capacity – from N5 million
to a maximum of N15 million.
Based on that, we, at Stratech,
know specific developers that
major in producing houses
that can sell within that range.
So, different developers,
within the consortium, handle
different types of houses within
their cost range. We are also
into collaboration with some
banks, and we can also give our
prospective beneficiaries from
our pool of houses. We have over
10 warehouses in parts of Abuja
alone, to give our subscribers,
apart from our housing locations
in Lagos, Ogun, Port Harcourt
(Rivers), Oyo (states), and other
states, where we have houses
to give (to) Nigerians. So, we
have been able to secure houses
for some Nigerians – even
mortgages.

Obisan

spreading faster than the rate
at which houses are produced
in the country. So, we have a
lot of issues on our hands. But
(having) said all this, it is a
right step in the right direction
to recapilise FMBN, so that
they can provide mortgages to
Nigerians – long term funding
– 30 years for people who still
have age on their side to be able
to pay back. (Having) done that,
the same government should
make the land available.
Are you saying that the
Land Use Act, under which
we operate now, is faulty?
Totally faulty. It needs to be
rejigged. Where people just sit
on land is not worth it. To get a
C of O, Certificate of Occupancy,
of a land is like going through
hell and coming back. It doesn’t
make sense. People should be
able to get C of O within a short
(period of) time. You write a
governor, they should look at
what you have to do. It shouldn’t
be man-know-man. Give us
land at good prices. Then, you
get houses produced for you at
(a) good price. But if you give
us land, whose price is already
high, how can you then get the
houses delivered at affordable
prices? It’s not rocket science.
So, all of the three need to
work together – the developer,
the state government, and the
Federal Government in funding.
That is the way to get it right – to
bring down the cost of houses.
It is a social responsibility that
everybody needs to play a role
towards.
With this difficult scenario
in which we find ourselves,
what is Stratech doing to

ease the housing burden of
Nigeria?
In that regard, Stratech, as
you know, has embarked on
a 10-year project known as 1
million homes project – from
2021 through 2030 – under
its Stratech Home Ownership
Plan, SHOP. It’s what we want
to give back to society in the
next 10 years. What are we
doing? We’re engaging in
strategic collaboration with
quite a number of developers
that we are bringing together.
It’s a consortium of developers
who have actually perfected how
to develop affordable houses.
So, what we, at Statech, are
doing differently is that we’re
managing the off-takers. So,
we reach out to quite a number
of ministries, agencies, and
corporate organisations etc., to
let them know (that) it’s possible
for Stratech to actually help their
staff own houses at the most
affordable rate. Once we reach
out to these organisations, we
do what is called affordability
check for them who are willing
to own homes, and once we
have a critical understanding of
what they can afford, then we
direct them to houses within
our consortium to pick from
them, and when they have
done that, we then work out
the payment structure. Three
things we bring on board when
it comes to payment: the first
thing we ensure, we activate
their NHF, National Housing
Fund; we work very well with
FMBN, so (that) we bring the
NHF component on board; it’s a
possibility for all Nigerians, once
you are contributing 3.5 per cent
of whatever you earn as monthly
salary into the pool, at least,

The 1 million homes project
of 10 years just started last
year, and it is expected to
achieve its objective in the
next nine years. How feasible
is its realisation with the
time frame, and at what
stage is it now?
Of course, we have fully taken
off, and are on course to achieve
our goal with the time frame.
We have not only succeeded in
getting some lands, we have
been able to give some Nigerians
houses under the programme.
The Benue (State) government,
for instance, is giving us land
to build a thousand housing
units there in Makurdi. It’s
already at the level of closing
that deal. We are also in talks
with some agencies – that of the
Civil Defence (has) reached an
advanced stage that we are about
moving to site. We’ve secured
houses, and even mortgages for
many government workers in
Abuja. So, yes, we have already
taken off.
Does your organisation, in
doing this people-oriented
programme, take cognisance
of the fact that there is a
category of the people – the
so-called poorest of the poor
in the society – that cannot
even afford to buy some of
these so-called affordable
houses you people provide.
What are you doing about
that?
What we are doing to take care
of the poorest of the poor or the
lowest income earners is, we
have self-contain apartments,
which, I think, is good for an
average single person, and it
costs about N4 million, which
may be paid over a stipulated

period of time, depending on
the payment structure (that is)
agreed upon. One can even pay
N12,000 per time over the next
10 years, then you are good. We
structure it, so that people can
own homes without actually
having to pay money from
their pockets directly. That is
what it is in developed climes.
If we are serious about fighting
corruption in this country,
these are some of the things
we must put on ground, to
dissuade people from stealing.
There is nothing bad in one
paying about N12,000 over
time to own a house. After
food, the next most important
thing is shelter. The last time a
survey was conducted under
Ojuelegba Bridge in Lagos,
they counted not less than
500 people sleeping under the
Bridge. And even if somebody,
say I am married, I need (a)
one-bedroom, it is just about
N15,000 to be paid by the
couple over years. What is
wrong with that, when you
know (that) at the end of the
day, you have a shelter of your
own where you can lay your
head.
The larger population of
this country is in the rural
areas. But I can see that your
projects are mainly urban
areas-focused. What is being
done to assuage the plight
of rural dwellers in terms of
social housing?
There is Rural-Urban Housing
Initiative, RUHI, that the
government is actually running,
located in all the 774 local
government areas, like I told
you earlier. In that, the state
governments, in collaboration
with local governments, are
to donate the land, while the
Federal Government ensures
that (the) NHF (mortgage)
facility is available, and then,
the private sector, which is
domiciled with REDAN.
Are you implying that the
programme is going on very
well now?
The programme is very much
on, to the best of my knowledge.
But when you say very well, that
is a different ball game. Very
well now means the tripartite
components of the partnership
– the Federal Government,
state governments, and the
developers – on the other hand
are functioning accordingly. I
tell you, one major role that is
not played very well now, is the
role of getting (a) mortgage for
Nigerians. It is herculean. Some
people, even if you manage to
secure the approvals for them,
the disbursement is something
else.
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Nomination Forms: Ministers Who Forfeited Funds To APC
BY CALEB ISHAYA

As the ruling All Progressives Congress, APC,
last week closed the sale of its expression and
nomination forms to all aspirants vying for
different positions on the platform of the ruling
party, it is no longer news that some aspirants
after purchasing expression of interest and
nomination forms have forfeited the money to
the APC.
Some of the aspirants were affected due to
directives from President Muhammadu Buhari
that all political Appointees seeking any elective
position should resign while some aspirants were
forced to join the race which resulted in purchase
of forms by such individuals.
Recall that President Buhari ordered all
members of his cabinet and appointees vying
for electoral offices to resign.
The order came after the Federal Executive
Council meeting presided over by the President at
the Council Chambers of the State House, Abuja.
Cabinet members affected were the Ministers
of Transportation, Rotimi Amaechi; Niger Delta,
Godswill Akpabio; Labour and Employment,
Chris Ngige; Science, Technology and Innovation,
Ogbonnaya Onu, Minister of State for Education,
Emeka Nwajiuba; Justice Minister and Attorney
General of the Federation, Abubakar Malami.
Others include the Minister of State, Mines
and Steel, Uche Ogar, who is running for the
governorship position in Abia State; Minister of

Women Affairs, Pauline Tallen, who declared her
ambition to contest the senatorial seat in Plateau
State.
The directives came in respect of the section
84 (12) of the Electoral Act 2022, as amended,
which stipulates that political appointees,
including ministers/commissioners and special
advisers, must quit their offices to be eligible to
participate either as delegates or contestants at
the convention of their respective political parties.
The section states that, “No political appointee
at any level shall be a voting delegate or be voted
for at the Convention or Congress of any political
party for the purpose of the nomination of
candidates for any election”.
A Glimpse Of Ministers That Dropped
Their Ambition
Timipre Sylva
Nigeria’s Minister of State for Petroleum,
Timipre Sylva, has withdrawn his bid to contest
for the presidential position.
It was disclosed that the Minister withdrew
from the race to support President Muhammadu
Buhari‘s administration’s regulatory reforms in
the oil sector.
According to reports, Sylva promised to consult
the leader of the country and political leaders the
day he was presented with the form.
“He believes that concentrating on his work
will attract more investments for the oil and gas
sector.

“He has consulted, and he believes that the
challenges at the ministry and oil and gas sector
are enough issues for him to begin to deal with
now rather than going to pursue presidential
ambition at the expense of the nation.
“The oil and gas sector is the mainstay of the
economy, and it is not like any other ministry
where someone can just come in and take over.
“It requires some measures of time for the
person to understand what is happening in the
system” ,the official said.
The report added that for the interest of the
industry and the nation, Sylva has decided to
waver that personal ambition to see what he can
contribute in the remaining days of President
Buhari’s administration.
“The implementation of the Petroleum Industry
Act 2021 is very critical, and he wants to continue
to make his contribution to the day-to-day
running of the country and support Mr. President
for robust achievements”, the official said.
Chris Ngige
Minister of Labour and Employment, Sen Chris
Ngige also dropped out of the 2023 presidential
election.
The Minister said he took the decision after
meeting with President Muhammadu Buhari and
consulting widely with his family, constituents,
supporters and well-wishers.
A statement he personally signed on Friday in
Abuja, the Minister said his decision to withdraw

from the race has been communicated to the
President and the Secretary to the Government
of the Secretary General to the Federation, SGF.
According to him “Having also consulted
widely with my family, constituents, supporters
and well-wishers, it is my pleasure to announce
the withdrawal of my interest and earlier decision
to contest the office of the President in the 2023
general elections.
“As a result of this, I will not be participating
in any of the internal party processes of the said
election, starting with the primary. I took this
momentous decision firstly in the overall interest
of the nation, in order to enable me concentrate
on my job, and assist the President and the
Government, weather the difficult last lap, in the
life of the administration and secondly for other
family reasons.
“My constituents, political associates and wellwishers across the country are by this statement
informed of this latest decision, which also has
the blessing and support of the overwhelming
majority, hence supersedes any other interest,
personal or otherwise”.
Ngige, on April 19, declared interest to contest
for the office of the President following the
constitutional provision that precluded Buhari
from seeking re-election to the office
The Minister made the declaration in his home
town, Alor, Idemili South Local Government Area
CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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of Anambra State.
Pauline Tallen
Minister of Women Affairs, Pauline Tallen
has also withdrawn from her 2023 senatorial
ambition.
The Minister gave her reason while speaking
during a virtual programme on Monday.
According to her, she withdrew from the
race to support the senator representing the
district who is a woman.
“I have a sitting female senator. All I wanted
was for her to continue. We have only eight
women out of 109, my own senator from my
senatorial zone is a woman, she is doing very
well, and I’m fully ready to support her”.
The Minister who disclosed that she has no
hand in the procurement of her form said it
was picked for her by a group of women.
“While we were addressing the issue of
gender-based violence, the issue of political
violence against women is top on our
agenda now. My senator has been harassed
and intimated, that’s why on April 28, she
withdrew and cried out that she wants to save
her life and that of her children. Women in my
senatorial zone rose up, there was nothing we
didn’t do to appeal to her that led to women
in my senatorial zone contributing money to
buy forms for me. I didn’t use one dime to pick
the forms.
“That was why I accepted the form, but there
were guidelines that you have to resign 30 days
before and that caught up with me. Not just
my senator that her seat is threatened, about
four out of the eight are not likely to come
back.
“My own senator, the senator from Rivers
State, has been denied a ticket, the only
senator from North-East, who is the best
candidate for the Governor in Adamawa is

Tallen

not coming back to the Senate, our sister Remi
Tinubu her husband is going for presidential
office so she cannot contest. Looking at the
number of the remaining four, how sure
are we sure they will return. Our governors
are pushing them out because the Senate is
becoming retirement ground, it is time for

Malami

action” ,she said.
Abubakar Malami
Attorney-General of the Federation and
Minister of Justice, Abubakar Malami, who
contested the governorship position of Kebbi
State dropped his ambition

Malami said that he had given up on the
governorship race but did not give reasons
for the withdrawal from the race.
According to him, “I have not resigned as the
Attorney General of the Federation but have
only withdrawn from the Kebbi governorship
race”, he said.

Ebonyi: AESID Knocks Umahi Over N600m Budget For 7th Anniversary
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Association of Ebonyi State Indigenes
In the Diaspora AESID, has expressed
dissatisfaction over the rising debt of Ebonyi
state, urging the Economic Financial Crimes
Commission, EFCC, to stop planned fresh
loan request by the state government.
The group also faulted the plan by the state
government to spend about N600 million
on the forthcoming 7th year anniversary of
Governor Dave Umahi-led administration in
the state.
Reacting to the development in a statement
signed Wednesday in Abuja, AESID’s
President Ambassador Paschal Oluchukwu,
said his organisation will take every
necessary legal and remedial steps towards
ensuring that the state government does not
further take the indigenes for granted.
“We at AESID urges the EFCC and good
spirited Nigerians to please wade in to halt
these deliberate and calculated stealing of
our lean resources by a government that has
made hunger and starvation of the masses
it’s official policy.
“AESID will take every necessary legal and
remedial steps towards ensuring that the
Umahi government does not further take
the indigenes for granted by wasting the
said plum sum when most families in Ebonyi
cannot afford even a square meal due to the
excruciatingly biting anthropogenic poverty
and hardship foisted on it by the Umahi
administration.”
The group queried the powers of the 16
state House Assembly members loyal to the
governor having been sacked by an Abuja

Federal High Court for defecting to the All
Progressives Congress with the Governor in
November 2020.
According to the statement, records from
the Debt Management Office showed that as
at December 2021, the official sub- national
domestic debt profile of Ebonyi state stood
at over N42 Billion.
“We are also aware of undisputed claims
in certain quarters that Ebonyi State
government under Umahi has unofficially
been making borrowings from some
commercial banks in the State without due
process or even recourse to the lackeys in the
State’s House of Assembly. Our foreign debt
profile have also skyrocketed to a whooping
about $64M US Dollars. This does not include

the borrowing of $150M from the Islamic
Bank for the State’s ring road project.
“For a government that inherited a near
zero debt burden from his predecessor and
has habitually been wasting public funds on
non-economically viable or sensible projects,
this latest desperation to make our poor
Ebonyi a debt stock of the nation is highly
condemnable and most unfortunate.
“We can conveniently bet that Umahi has
in the course of his deceptive ego-driven,
white elephant projects borrowed and
lavished what the next government in the
State could have borrowed for the next eight
years. It is even most disturbing that such
humongous borrowings does not translate
to the establishment of even a sachet water

factory that can generate a Kobo to the
coffers our economically strangulated
Ebonyi State.
“As though the unconscionable
squandering of public funds on frivolities
is not already enough, AESID read in the
media very recently about plans by the
Umahi administration to spend N600M of
tax-payers money to celebrate it’s Seventh
anniversary in office. For a government
which took Ebonyi’s poverty index from
about 64 percent to a whooping nearly 80%
with the state now officially the poverty
capital of the entire Southern Nigeria,
Umahi should be ashamed of celebrating
the near total debt extinction of the State’s
economic life and prosperity.”

2023: APC Youth Invites Osinbajo, Other Presidential Aspirants For Town Hall Meeting
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Ahead of 2023 general elections, the
national leadership of the youth wing
of the All Progressives Congress, APC,
has invited all the party’s presidential
aspirants to a town hall meeting to
discuss their plans for the youths if
elected.
A statement released Wednesday in
Abuja by the APC national youth leader,
Dayo Israel, titled “What do you have
for us? - APC Youth Presidential Town
Hall, said the event will hold in Abuja
on Friday 27th and Saturday 28th May
2022, and will provide a platform for all

the presidential aspirants to share their
agenda with the young members of the
party.
According to the youth leader the time
has come for the wing to mainstream and
prioritize the interest of the progressives
youth and by extension the Nigerian
youth.
Meanwhile, the national youth
leader has announced the members
of the presidential town hall meeting
steering committee to include; Sanusi
Ohiare (Co Chair), Idris Aregbe (Co
Chair), Barrister Winifred Chukka Secretary, Oluwatoyin Fasanmi - Asst
Secretary, Hon. Jamalu Kabiru (The

Deputy National Youth Leader), Obidike
Chukwuebuka, Hon Hafiz Abolaji
Repete, Dada Olusegun, Damilola
Apotieri, Ahmadu Jibril, Hadiza
Abubakar Talba, Ibrahim Alli Balogun,
Nkemkama Kama St Andy and Makinde
Araoye.
Others Include: Abu Sodiqu, Segun
Tomori, Abu Andrew, Ameen Amshi,
Oyiborume Paul, Abubakar Dansoho,
Aramide Kasumu, Rilwan Tinubu, Seyi
Are, Kelechi Ekugo, Abdullahi Tanko
Yakasai and Amaka Lawrence.
The statement noted that
the
steering committee will be supported
by technical subcommittees.
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Osun 2022: Court Ratifies
Adeleke As PDP Candidate
FROM RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Federal High Court sitting in Osogbo,
Osun State capital yesterday ruled
on the validity of Senator Ademola
Adeleke as the Peoples Democratic
Party, PDP gubernatorial candidate
for the forthcoming governorship
election in Osun State.
The court dismissed a suit filed by
Prince Dotun Babayemi, seeking to be
declared the Peoples Democratic Party
candidate for the July 16 governorship
election in the state.
The court consequently affirmed
Senator Ademola Adeleke as the
validly elected PDP candidate for the
poll.
Delivering his judgement which
took over 1 hour, 30 minutes, Justice
Nathaniel Ayo-Emmanuel, held that
the primary election conducted at the
WOCDIF Centre, Osogbo, on March 8,
2022, which produced Babayemi was
null and void.
According to Justice Nathaniel
Ayo-Emmanuel, Dotun Babayemi did
not participate in the PDP primary
election.
Justice Emmanuel, who held that
the court could not pick candidates
for any political party, also added
that it was an internal party issue and
therefore the matter was dismissed.
During the PDP gubernatorial
primary election held on March 8, the
Wale Ojo faction that produced Dotun
Babayemi held a parallel primary at
the WOCDIF Centre, Osogbo.
But the Independent National
Electoral
Commission
,INEC,
recognised the PDP primary held
at the Osogbo City Stadium, under
the Bayelsa State Deputy Governor
Lawrence Ewhrudjakpo, as Chairman
in which Senator Ademola Nurudeen
Adeleke was declared the winner.
In a list of candidates later released
by the INEC, Adeleke was recognised

A business mogul and global
entrepreneur, Dr Shamsudeen Lamido,
has joined the 2023 presidential race on
the platform of the African Democratic
Congress ADC .
Lamido, a technocrat said he will
unite the country if elected president
lamenting the divisive tendencies which
according to him have continued to
divide the country widely.
He noted that it was unfortunate
that political leaders are exploiting
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APC Reschedules
Dates For Primary
Elections

Adeleke

as a duly elected candidate of the
PDP in the forthcoming Osun State
gubernatorial election.
It was for this reason that Babayemi
approached the court to challenge

the submission and nomination of
Ademola Adeleke by the PDP to the
INEC and the validity of the primaries
conducted at the stadium against the
one conducted at WOCDIF.

religion and ethnic differences to cause
disharmony and disaffection among
Nigerians , adding that he will eliminate
tribalism, Nepotism and regulate
religion.
Lamido, who disclosed that he has
already developed a model to address
the challenges being faced by the country,
said he will focus on infrastructural
development, education, local content
and women inclusion .
He spoke at the national secretariat
of the African Democratic Congress
ADC , Abuja after purchasing the party’s

Ahead of the 2023 general elections, the
National Working Committee, NWC, of
the ruling All Progressives Congress,
APC, has approved an adjusted
Timetable/Schedule of Activities for
the Governorship, State House of
Assembly, House of Representatives,
Senate and Presidential Primaries.
This was disclosed by Barr. Felix
Morka, the National Publicity Secretary
of the party yesterday in Abuja during
a press briefing.
According to Morka, “We have a very
quick announcement to make this
afternoon regarding the timetable for
our primaries, just today, Wednesday,
the National Working Committee of the
all progressives Congress has made an
approved a revised timetable schedule
of activities for House of Assembly,
National Assembly, governorship
primaries and appeals that arise from
that.
“Our governorship and House of
Representatives primary election will
now take place on Thursday the 26th
of May 2022.
“ The Senate and House of Assembly
primaries will now take place on Friday,
May 27.
“The
election
appeals
for
governorship and the House of
Representatives will now take place
on Friday, May 27.
“While the appeals for the Senate and
House of Assembly primaries will take
place on Saturday, May 28.
“While special convention and
presidential primary will now take
place between Sunday , May 29 and
Monday, May 30”.
Speaking on the mode of the election
decided, he said, “That will be contained
in the guidelines that we’re just about
to issue”.

expression of interest and nomination
form to contest for the party’s
presidential ticket.
“I will bring my experience in
addressing the challenge of Nigeria. I
will work on the unity of this country,
a country that is no bias , no nepotism ,
tribalism, we have not had leaders that
think in that direction”.
Similarly, a governorship aspirant
Muhammad Usman equally picked
the party’s expression of interest and
nomination form to context for the
governorship ticket for Adamawa state.

SDP National Publicity Secretary, Mohammed Sets To Dump Party
There are indications that the National
Publicity Secretary of the Social
Democratic Party, SDP, Alfa Mohammed
may have concluded to dump the party.
A source close to the politician has
confirmed that Mohammed is not happy
with recent happenings in the party and
has concluded plans to leave the party.
Mohammed is known for his grassroots
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2023: Lamido Joins Presidential Race, Promises To Unite Nigeria
BY MBACHU GODWIN, ABUJA
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promotion of the SDP across the states
which he often shares on social media
over the years.
It would be recalled that he was
conspicuously absent at the press
conference addressed by the party’s
acting national chairman, Chief Supo
Shonibare on Thursday, May 12, 2022,
as well as during the party’s National

Executive Committee, NEC, meeting held
yesterday in Abuja.
When our correspondent placed a
call to Alfa over the issue, he neither
debunked nor confirmed the claim.
Rather, his response was: “I will make
the necessary statement on the matter
next week.
Thanks for your concern my brother”.
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Sukur Cultural Landscape: Nigeria’s Treasure Trove
COMPILED BY JOEL AJAYI

Sukur Cultural Landscape is a national
treasure whose picture should adorn
embassies and high commissions. Sadly, not
even Tafawa Balewa House has a picture of
this landscape, to capture the awe of visitors
who might ask, ‘wherein your country is this
located?’
Hidden high up the Mandara Mountains
bordering Nigeria and Cameroon, in
Adamawa State, is one of Nigeria’s two
designated UNESCO World Heritage sites
The landscape is a settlement whose
existence dates back to neolithic times
and which has, for centuries, remained an
independent kingdom and centre of iron
production and distribution.
Indeed, the home of the Sukur cultural
landscape is populated with traditional
cemeteries and ritual terraced areas. Blessed
with lush avifauna and is situated on top of
the Mandara Mountains.
This community of independent people
lived and continued to depend on a terraced
pattern of agricultural practice and extensive
trading in iron ore. The people of Sukur came
to monopolize iron production in the region
owing to the availability of magnetite, an iron
ore, and local wood for making charcoal.
These resources gave the people a place of
pride and dominance among other nearby
kingdoms.
A people’s culture is said to define their way
of life, and their conduct of relations both
in private and public spheres. Throughout
the history of mankind, culture has been a
pervasive reality that begs for understanding,
adoption, and transformation where
applicable.
As a nation that seeks to position itself as a
tourist destination, we have a responsibility
to foster the diversity in cultural production
that is ever-present in Nigeria.
Today, however, culture as a way of life has

become for many, a hostile enemy whose
importance must be diminished or limited.
The huge sledgehammer of pacification that
the British colonialists employed in their bid
to subjugate the diverse societies in Nigeria
transformed the worldview of many across
these societies.
One could argue such delusion has left
Nigerians uninformed about the beautiful
cultural landscapes in our backyard like
Sukur Cultural Landscape and the OsunOshogbo Sacred Grove (which lies in the
forested outskirts of Osogbo); both of which
have been designated by UNESCO as World
Heritage Sites.
The Sukur Cultural Landscape was
conferred heritage status in December
1999, while Osun-Osogbo attained the same

“

The landscape is a
settlement whose
existence dates back
to neolithic times
and which has, for
centuries, remained
an independent
kingdom and centre
of iron production
and distribution.

status in July 2005. Despite this status and
the existence of a Nigerian Cultural Policy
enacted in 1988, few Nigerians, outside
both landscapes’ immediate areas, know
of their existence. Fewer still have given
themselves to the thought of visiting these
world treasures.
Beyond poor appreciation by citizens,
most disheartening is the fact that it took a
whole 28 years after independence to develop
a policy recognizing cultural landscapes as
worthy embodiments of a people’s way of life
in Nigeria and deserving of governmental
protection.
Despite its earlier listing ahead of the
Sacred Grove at Osun-Osogbo, the Sukur
Cultural Landscape is less known to most
Nigerians. Given the Federal Government’s
proposed 365 days of celebrations in
recognition of 60 unbreakable years, it begs
to be seen if much attention would be given
to this landscape.
Cultural landscapes should be proud
sources of identity, representation, and
national pride. The National Cultural Policy
states that ‘the State shall preserve as
Monuments old city walls and gates, sites,
palaces, shrines, public buildings, promote
buildings of historical significance and
monumental sculptures.’
In the 32 years since this policy was
enacted, little has been done at the national
and sub-national levels to ‘promote buildings
of historical significance.
The large modern edifice which we began
to build as a cultural center to house the
national library and a distinct ‘Millennium
Tower’ today sits in the middle of our nation’s
capital as white elephants. We have lost the
meaning of what is truly significant and
how our cultural edifices could have at this
challenging period in our nation’s history
served, not only as symbols of national
pride but also as viable means to generate

substantial tourism revenue.
Sukur’s importance is characterized by its
pre-colonial architecture and the brilliantly
engineered paved ways that served its people
for centuries. This unique style endeared
many foreign scholars who came riding on
the heels of information documented in the
1850s by the explorer Heinrich Barth, and
several British Colonial District Officers
who lived around its precinct. Sitting
pretty, despite an invasion by Boko Haram
insurgents in December 2014, is a walled
enclosure on the plateau, and approached by
broad, paved walkways leading to the valley
below.
If we pride ourselves on having journeyed
unbroken for 60 years, we must not see
such cultural landscapes as old-fashioned or
primitive.
Nigeria as a country remains a multiethnic, multi-cultural society whose
misgivings towards one another must be
eliminated if we are to move forward in a
knowledge-driven era. We must be going
forward, reconstitute our nation with the
determination of a people who understand
that there are aspects of our diverse heritage
and experiences worth celebrating.
While our national treasures remain
largely overlooked, other nations have taken
notice. In 2018, the world Monuments watch
called for assistance in helping the Sukur
community rebuild their livelihoods after the
devastation caused by the December 2014
Boko Haram attack.
This call was made to help protect this
landscape while safeguarding the cultural
values of a unique World Heritage Site.
Hopefully, this will usher in a new period in
the relatively unknown history of Sukur.
Until then, the Sukur Cultural Landscape
awaits your visit, your support of its
traditional crafts, and your advocacy for its
sustenance.
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X-raying Plight Of IDPs In Edo
BY DEBORAH COKER

Miss Grace James, 24, has been an
inmate at the Internally Displaced
Persons, IDPs, camp at Uhogua, Ovia
East Local Government Area, Edo since
2014.
James said insurgency and the attack
on her family in Borno in 2013 made her
to escape to Benin.
James said life was normal for her
family then, as her dad was a teacher,
while the whole family engaged in
farming activities.
In 2013 the whole story changed as her
community was invaded by insurgents
and her family attacked.
“My uncle was killed. Dad had left
home before the attack, so he was lucky.
“On his return and seeing what had
happened, he gathered other members
of the family and escaped to Adamawa.
“I was in secondary school when this
first attack on my family happened.
When I returned on holidays, there was
no place to return to. So I had to live on
the mountain for two months.
“Then dad came back to look for me, it
was during this time that the attackers
struck again, and this time dad was
captured and killed.
“This marked the beginning of my
journey to different places to escape
being killed, before I finally found myself
here in Edo.
“Before my journey to this place, I first
escaped to Adamawa, precisely Michika
community, where in six months we
were attacked three times.
“We ate grasses to survive, and at
some point we tried to cross River Lasa
to Cameroon, but in the process several
persons died.
“But God kept me alive and brought

me here.
“Growing up, I had hoped to be a
medical doctor, but insurgency that took
place in my community has changed my
vision.
“So now, if given the opportunity of
an education, I want to be a lawyer, so I
can be a voice to the voiceless and bring
justice to the oppressed.”
James story was similar to that of
22-year-old David Joseph, another
indigene of Borno who has been at the
same camp for seven years.
According to Joseph, his community,
Goshe in Gwoza, was attacked 11 times
before he and several other residents
escaped to the forest, where they lived
for some months before escaping to
Sabongari.
He narrated that at Sabongari, they
were attacked again, adding sadly that
although he managed to escape, his
parents were not that lucky as they were
captured and killed.
He disclosed that several of his family
members were killed and his education
suffered set back because his dream of
becoming a medical doctor was dashed.
He said this was because being an IDP
he was not sure if he would be privileged

“

So now, if given the
opportunity of an
education, I want to be a
lawyer, so I can be a voice
to the voiceless and bring
justice to the oppressed

to further his education.
He said that although the management
of the camp was striving to ensure that
the dreams of the IDPs were not dashed,
noted that the challenges of catering for
the IDPs were enormous.
Since 2009, the country’s North-East
had been the epicentre of the violent
campaigns of the Islamic extremist
group, Boko Haram, its breakaway group,
the Islamic State West Africa Province,
ISWAP, and counter-insurgency forces.
The violent campaigns resulted to the
displacement of the likes of James and
Joseph, now at the Uhogua IDPs’ camp.
The IDPs at Uhogua camp that
spoke in separate interviews want the
government to treat them as victims
of insurgency and stretch out helping
hands towards them.
The inmates want government and
other kind hearted Nigerians to help
them achieve their life ambitions
by sponsoring their education and
providing scholarships to the IDPs in
the camp.
They asked for upgrading and
provision of seats, reading and writing
materials for the school in the camp.
They also want hostels, toilets and
food stuff provided for the IDPs.
There are currently 3,011 IDPs in
the Uhogua camp, with 157 of them
in different tertiary institutions across
the country.
The education of the inmates is being
funded by the management of the
camp amidst several challenges being
faced in the environment.
According to Pastor Solomon
Folorunsho, Coordinator of the
camp, “the challenges include feeding
to sponsorship and funding of the

education of the IDPs here, but what
can we do?”
“Education is the best legacy to
bequeath to any person. It is in view
of this, that we can’t allow their dreams
to die.
“So we have to keep encouraging and
supporting their educational pursuits.’’
He, however, disclosed that of the
figure currently in tertiary institutions,
the camp has been able to pay complete
tuition fees for only 15.
“We are hoping and believing that
government or kind hearted Nigerians
will come to our aid.”
Folorunsho disclosed that amidst
the lack of support from government,
the management of the camp was able
to enroll 156 inmates for the Joint
Admissions and Matriculation Board’s
examination this year.
He added that the most critical needs in
the camp included food stuff, education
needs- scholarship/sponsorship, laptops/
smart phones to enhance research and
learning.
Other needs he said are enrollment for
external examinations such as WAEC,
NECO and NABTEB for the IDPs in senior
secondary classes, accommodation,
health facility, boreholes, overhead tanks,
toilets, electricity, among others.
“Part of our requirements also include
classroom blocks, staff room, chairs,
standard science laboratories, note/
textbooks, library, school uniforms,
school sandals, school bags and writing
materials.
“There is the concern for the payment
of our teachers’ and other staff members,
as we have been unable to pay salaries
since COVID-19 outbreak till date.”
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Osinachi And Psychosocial Dimension Of Violence (II)
BY JOSEPH C.P. CHRISTOPHER

Amid the debate over the cause of the death
of Osinachi Nwachukwu, there’s an extensive
agreement on one point: she was tragically abused
by her husband - not once or twice or, according
to those closer to her, mother, sister, children and
friends, for many years. I am glad that Nigerians are
collectively speaking up against toxic unions and
the costs of domestic violence. Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalysis unriddles an abuser’s experience
in persistent domestic encounters through certain
historical events that produce psychic identity.
In the light of the horrors - the excessive
beatings and other forms of inhuman treatment that Osinachi Nwachukwu endured in her marriage
with Mr. Peter Nwachukwu, her husband, Freud’s
psychoanalysis dilates on the possible reasons for
abuse, the implication of an abuser’s assaults on the
abused and the ensuing consequences of violence
on the abused. Freud’s concept of penis envy, as
seen in the first part of this article, was debunked
by Karen Horney, a psychoanalyst. Her appraisals
led to the formation of feminist psychology where
she introduced the idea that men were affected
by their inability to bear children. This she simply
referred to as ‘womb envy’. She explained further
that men felt envious of the ‘biological functions
of the female sex ,like breastfeeding, pregnancy
to mention a few, calling it ‘males striving for
achievement as overcompensation’.
By “womb envy”, Horney signifies some sort
of masculine power paralysis or power envy that
seem to afflict men towards women that are
established, self-willed, industrious and productive.
Metaphorically, Horney is of the opinion that
some men carry within an inner complex that
appears cagey, that seeks expression through
violence and brutality as feints for masculine
strength. Most times, the expression of masculine
authoritarianism within the home is an insidious

display of Horney’s ‘womb envy’, - that is, the subtle
insecurities that men nurse towards successful
women. Some men become antsy or edgy when
their women are adept in what they do. As such,
they result to violence and cruelty as ways to
subdue thriving and accomplished women.
In view of the above, those mouthing such
sacrosanct view that men should always lord
over women, like Putin is trying desperately hard
to lord Ukrainians to submission, should know
that they despise the idea of feminine progress
or success , that is, some women being more
financially successful than some men, especially
to the extent that such women become more
potent dispensing financial relevance amongst
sundry responsibilities in the home front or
that some wives should be breadwinners of their
homes. It honestly takes the phallus in Freudian
sense, that is, great measures of courage, resilience

“

Some men become
antsy or edgy when
their women are adept
in what they do. As such,
they result to violence
and cruelty as ways to
subdue thriving and
accomplished women

and humility for the man to suppress such “envy
of the womb” in many homes where women are
doing relatively better, financially, than men. Only
few men have the stomach to digest the debris of
feminine prosperity and power in their homes. This
is partly why masculine aggressions persist in many
homes where women are more progressive than
their partners.
Thus, Mr. Peter’s orchestration of years of toxic
violence towards his late wife, Osinachi, is perhaps
his representation of Horney’s womb envy. His
‘womb envy’ is his disdain for everything good
Osinachi was accomplishing. Her success in music
made him very timid and irrelevant in terms of
power relations. In fact, her growing popularity
in the music world stood against his phallus his masculine ego and power. It diminished his
phallic imagery and all that patriarchy bestowed
on him. No wonder, evidence of perennial domestic
viciousness towards his late wife abound in various
media outlets. Osinachi, like many women, trapped
in abusive marriages suffer the trauma of womb
envy. Trauma, in one of Freud’s psychoanalytic
writings titled Studies on Hysteria, is assumed
to be the psychic commotion, destruction and
loss of one’s form or individuality. It is a psychic
phenomenon that inflicts psychic conflict, which
further creates shock in the victim. It is this shock
that hits the victim’s defenses (feminine power
or femininity) resulting in shame and silence.
Accordingly, shame, especially of what becomes
of her in the public domain, is responsible for
Osinachi’s inability to speak up, panning out in
different forms of physical and psychic suffering.
Clearly, Mr. Peter Nwachukwu’s psychic identity
may have been formed in response to a repressed
reality: perhaps stored mental anguish resulting
from the possible success of his late wife or trauma
he must have experienced in his childhood which
composes his psychic suffering needing expression
particularly through violence which Freud presents

as “trigger signals of psychic defense”. However, on
a lighter note, a Nigerian who was repressed and
violently abused in his childhood should not feel
entitled or justified, even though he/she suffers
from a psychological phenomenon, to repress
others. After all, is Nigeria not repressive and
violent to all from birth? Should that amount to
reasons why we should repress and violate others?
While I’m a strong advocate for marriage, I
hold, seriously, that we need to rethink what we
call marriage within our fold. Nobody should suffer
or die as a result of marriage. Marriage should be
an enterprise worth stepping into. It should not be
death. It should not bear uncanny resemblance to
warfare. It should not be perceived as a site for the
struggle of marital hegemony, rather it should be
seen as a fireside of love and romantic liaison where
partners coexist mutually, knowing and respecting
each other’s roles, without unnecessary friction
implicated in gender assertion and relevance. Those
who rant and rave about patriarchy and the respect
for men folk, at the detriment of women, should
also know they have sisters and mothers and
that women must be treated to benevolence and
admiration, the same way we accord our mothers
unflinching regard.
Tension in different homes will diminish, if
spouses realize that it’s their collective duty to
serve each other with implacable respect, love and
devotion. While it is true that given the patriarchal
framing of our societies that only a few men suffer
abuse or violence of any kind, protecting women’s
rights within our marital spaces should not be
an afterthought. Therapeutically, the only way
women and men who suffer domestic violence can
break their silence and surpass the shame of the
traumatic experience of violence is by what Freud
calls hypnosis - that is, speaking to someone or a
counselor who can help. Counseling is one way
mental health experts can intervene in marriages
under the bridge.

Employment: Which Occupation Would Your Child Prefer?
BY SHERIFFDEEN TELLA
The answers have always been in the same order:
politics and ‘politicking’; then civil service,
customs and police. Whatever you think all these
occupations have in common is your thought.
Please don’t rope me in because, in economics, they
all render services and deserve to be paid.
There is no doubt that this is not the best of
times for the Nigerian economy and it has hardly
been in the last nine years. The last two years of
President Goodluck Jonathan , 2010-2015, were
not so good. The global recession at the time
was already causing havoc on the economy and
insecurity was also becoming intractable until
there was a complete breakdown with the kidnap
of Leah Sharibu and her over 270 schoolmates at
the Government Girls Secondary School in Chibok,
Borno State in 2014. The insecurity and economic
issues were two of the major planks on which the
All Progressive Congress capitalised to defeat the
Peoples Democratic Party in 2015.
Since the APC took over in 2015, the economic
and security conditions have worsened due to both
natural and self-inflicted factors. The major natural
factor has to do with COVID-19, which was a global
phenomenon. No one can blame the government
for the resulting recession characterised by a
fall in demand for goods and services as well
as in production and the concomitant rise in
unemployment. However, the implementation of
the palliative measures fell short of international
standards in terms of speed of response and
depth of implementation. In the typical Nigerian
fashion, the officials, designated to implement the
programmes, were more concerned about what
was in it for them. As was later detected through
looting, there were lots of hoarding of the palliative
materials, including foodstuff, in the face of hunger
and death. The complaint, the insinuations and the
shouts of inefficiency and corruption did not elicit
a positive or negative reaction from the President,
Major General Muhammadu Buhari ,retd.

President Buhari has made the presidency in
Nigeria a simple task for those coming after the
expiration of his tenure. The way the president
is stand-offish or remote many times when the
political environment seems to be boiling makes
people feel it is easy to rule Nigeria. More so when,
at the end of the day, the tension dies out naturally.
He runs the Nigerian business with seamless
means such that every experienced and political
neophyte thinks the best position to contest is
the presidency. That must explain why despite the
huge price of the nomination form for the position,
especially by the two main parties, the demand
continues to rise.
It was very clear that even though the president
had tried many times to win elections, he was not
in a hurry to take the economy or even the nation
out of the economic wilderness he inherited. We
recall that it took the president over six months
to present the list of ministers to the National
Assembly. It was part of the simplicity with which
the president takes his time and what it means to
be a president in Nigeria. But that seems to be the
reason why the economy refused to grow in real
terms.
There is a difference between what economists
call nominal growth and real growth which
the government, particularly the leadership of
governments, must understand. The Nigerian
Bureau of Statistics often announces that the
economy has grown by, say, four per cent and the
Minister of Information and Minister of Finance
would go to town to echo the announcement
without asking whether it is nominal or real growth.
But it is in most cases nominal growth which is just
multiplying current outputs with current prices. If
either of the two goes up, economic growth is said
to have occurred. That is why the president and his
team do not know that they have reduced the lives
of the majority of Nigerians to what it was in the
immediate post-civil war period in 1971!
When the World Bank estimates showed
that Nigeria had become the poverty capital of

the world, just a few weeks after the Bureau of
Statistics indicated that the economy grew by
2.5 per cent, the economic managers ignored the
foreign statistics thinking it was meant to defame
the new image they have just achieved. Since they
rarely go to the downtown side of Abuja or hardly
live on their primary income, they could not believe
the external reports. While the nominal national
income, depicting economic growth, would show
the present state of living, the real would show
where you are today compared with yesterday, last
year or sometime past.
I do not want to believe that the president has
time to listen to the radio, watch television to get
news, listen to analyses about Nigeria or engage
in reading critical issues on social media. He is too
busy for that when he is not Donald Trump who
used to be glued to his Twitter handle to monitor
events and respond to citizens’ comments in realtime. So, our president depends on hearsay and
those who carry the news to him, do so with the

“

In the typical
Nigerian fashion, the
officials, designated
to implement the
programmes, were more
concerned about what
was in it for them

intention to ‘make Mr President happy.’ The same
thing goes for a large proportion of the governors
and most political officeholders. They seem to be
busy for personal reasons and therefore overrate
themselves.
How do you describe some governors who
could not pay wages and salaries regularly or
pay the pension of retirees going ahead to buy
forms to contest for a second term or even for
the presidency? How can a minister of labour
who could not run a ministry successfully by
solving labour issues efficiently and effectively
or a minister of education who feels unconcerned
about the decay in the education system
and closure of the public universities have
the effrontery to aspire to become Nigerian
president? How do you describe a situation in
which a central bank governor who assumed
office when the exchange rate between naira and
dollar was officially around N180 and would be
thinking of becoming president of Nigeria when
under his watch, the official exchange rate has
depreciated to N419? How can we explain away
all these and more obnoxious scenarios? Do we
really matter?
They have all seen from the present attitude of
Mr President that the people do not matter just as
the country can move on without a call for caution
from the president. Most of the ministers have
also imbibed the same attitude. Suggestions in
newspaper editorials, socio-political and economic
discussions in public space, including television
programmes and comments from professional
associations, that are not coterminous with
their thoughts and agenda cannot influence their
actions. They just stay aloof or unconcerned but go
ahead with their plans. For instance, the finance
ministry has been warned even by international
financial institutions that our external borrowing
has become unsustainable. The minister remains
visible in the loan arena!
Sheriffdeen Tella is a Public Policy Analyst.
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Nigeria And The Quest For
Solid Minerals Diversification

To posit that the Nigerian oil revenue is no
longer self sustaining is to sing an old song,
just as is the need for further diversification
of the economy.
While agriculture remains a pivotal sector
in this regard and continues to contribute
hugely towards the nation’s Gross Domestic
Product, GDP, the solid minerals sector
continues to be one sector where experts
agree has not been optimally harnessed
and utilized in terms of exploitation cum
development. The solid minerals sector has,
however, been witnessing increased interest
in investment by both local and foreign
investors as available statistics show that
Nigeria currently has over 44 known types
of minerals of varying mixes and diffrent
quantities, all spread across the country.
Despite these huge potentials, mining in
Nigeria, over the years, have been at at a
very very low scale, done by relatively small
entrepreneurs, unlicensed and unskilled
individuals, who paid little or no regards
to environmental degradation, abuse and
pollution.
Even at this, the most challenging issue
to the solid minerals sector has been the
dominance of the oil sector, as dictating
the tune, the sector has held others spell
bound - controlling unfortunately the pace
and direction other minerals got developed
or mined having played the goose laying the
golden egg over the years.
To achieve this potential of the solid
minerals sector, however, the Federal
Government in its Economic Recovery and
Growth Plan 2017 to 2020, emphatically
outlined the solid minerals sector as one of its
potential growth sectors as its contribution
though minimal pushed up the nation’s GDP

Nkom

from N52billion in 2010 to N103 billion
in 2015. Of these figure, while coal mining
nipped a seven percent stake, quarrying and
other mining accounted for 89 per cent.
In this pursuit towards harnessing this
potential, the Federal Government has
developed a roadmap for the industry, a
move many a stakeholder have not only
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issue to the solid
minerals sector has
been the dominance
of the oil sector

described as perfect but pertinent.
Poised to achieve and implement this
noble objective is the Director General of
the Mining Casdastre Office, Engr Simon
Obadiah Nkom, FNISE, whose responsibility
it is to take Nigeria’s mining sector to the
next level.
Fired up, Engr. Nkom, taking the bull by
the horn has surprisingly generated N9.384
billion within a period of three years as
while N2.580 billion was generated for the
federation account in 2019, it surpassed the
2019 revenue in 2020 despite the pandemic,
remiting N2.303 billion to the nation’s
coffers.
Not relenting, from January to May 2021,
a total of N2.016 billion was further raked
in while December 31, 2021, the revenue
generated rose to N4.3 billion, which was
the highest revenue generated ever in the
financial history of the Cadastre office.
“There is an increase in Mineral Title
Application
submission,
increased
revenue generation – N4.301 billion,
organizational growth – establishment, and
operationalisation of MCO offices in the six
geo-political zones of the country.
“We are currently collaborating more
closely with other departments and
agencies of the Ministry (MID, MEC, ASM,
NGSA among others), specifically Mines
Inspectorate Department Job creation.
A total of 38 staff were employed in the
upgrade of the SIGTIM software to the webbase Online Mineral Title Administration
and Management system – eMC+Activation
and Integration of e-Recording and
Archiving of Mineral Title documents,” Engr
Nkom was quoted as saying.
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